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Abstract

Accurate patient positioning is extremely important in radiation therapy for head-and-neck cancer. With the introduction of three-dimensional cone beam computed tomography (CBCT) at the Wellington Blood and Cancer Centre (WBCC), it was agreed that positioning accuracy required improvement. This led to the establishment of a multidisciplinary team (MDT) focused on patient positioning. Following a number of process changes made by the MDT, improvements in setup accuracy were observed but not formally quantified.

The aim of this thesis was to retrospectively quantify setup accuracy at WBCC, using CBCT images of 96 patients treated for head-and-neck cancer. On average 7 CBCT scans per patient were sequentially registered using each of the following match structures: C1-C3, C3-C5, C5-C7, C7-caudal, mandible, occipital bone and the larynx. This enabled quantification of patient deformation as the measure of setup accuracy, by calculating the position of each structure relative to C1-C3. Statistical Process Control (SPC) was then used to assess trends in setup accuracy over time, allowing identification of specific time points where improvements occurred and correlation with process changes to be made.

The multiple rigid registration protocol and deformation values calculated for this patient cohort clearly demonstrated the relative movement of anatomical sub regions in the head-and-neck. SPC charts showed that a significant and consistent reduction in deformation was achieved since the instigation of the MDT. A reduction in the magnitude and variation of the patient systematic 3D-deformation vector was observed, from 2.8 mm ± 0.1 mm (1 S.D.) in 2011 to 0.9 ± 0.0 mm (1 S.D.) in late 2013/early 2014. Statistical correlation analysis revealed that the introduction of new
head supports ($p = 0.003$), as well as retraining of staff in making immobilisation equipment ($p = 0.003$) had a significant impact on patient systematic deformation. Both of these changes were actions initiated by the multidisciplinary team, which shows that a multidisciplinary approach to patient positioning had a positive impact on setup accuracy in our department.
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1 INTRODUCTION

The term head-and-neck cancer (HNC) refers to a group of tumours, which may arise in the mucosa of the head-and-neck (including oral cavity and lip, pharynx, larynx and cervical oesophagus), the nasal cavity and paranasal sinuses, salivary glands and skin [1]. For this study, lymphoma patients requiring treatment to the head-and-neck region were also included in this grouping. HNC diagnoses (excluding skin, oesophagus, and lymphoma) account for approximately 2% of all cancer registrations in New Zealand, with an incidence in men that is twice as high as in woman [2]. While the total number of registrations for HNC is low, this population represents a cohort of patients with complex treatment needs, often requiring multidisciplinary input in treatment design [1,3].

Although the treatment approach for HNC is dependent on tumour site, radiation therapy plays an important role both as a primary or adjuvant therapy [3]. Typically, radiation therapy or surgery is employed for early stage disease (Stage I-II), while a combination of radiation therapy, surgery and/or chemotherapy is used for locally advanced disease (Stage II-IV) [3,4].
1.1 Radiation therapy for head-and-neck cancer

Radiation therapy is a local treatment, which for HNC is primarily delivered using external beam X-rays where the total dose of radiation is divided across a number of individual treatments or fractions. [5]. Linear accelerators are used to deliver the treatment and allow for precise dose deposition in the patient by varying the radiation field size and shape as the machine is positioned or rotated around the body [5,6]. One of the major challenges in radiation therapy is to adequately irradiate the tumour without causing toxicity to normal tissues [7]. This is especially true for HNC treatment, where target volumes regularly overlap or abut organs at risk (OAR), such as the salivary glands, oral cavity, brain stem and spinal cord [3,5,7]. In order to help deliver radiation to the targets and avoid OARs, the patient requires a treatment mask, which is used to immobilise the head-and-neck region.

1.1.1 Immobilisation

The treatment mask is individual to the patient, and is made prior to the planning computed tomography scan (pCT). Several different types of treatment masks are commercially available, each showing comparable repositioning accuracy [8–10]. Despite this, movement within treatment masks is not uncommon, and may be observed as variation in the position of different anatomical sub regions on a day-to-day basis [11–16]. At the Wellington Blood and Cancer Centre (WBCC), head, neck and shoulder thermoplastic masks are used for HNC patients. Thermoplastic is a material that softens in warm water, and is then placed over the patient’s head-and-neck and locked onto the treatment couch (Figure 1-1) [8,10,17]. Once the mask has been made, it is reused for each fraction throughout the patient’s treatment, unless the patient requires a repeat mask impression due to weight loss, tumour shrinkage
or setup issues. While thermoplastic material provides repositioning accuracy to some extent [8–10,18], this product has also demonstrated shrinkage [8]. In order to minimise shrinkage, specific guidelines around cooling time for thermoplastic are provided in our immobilisation protocols [17,19].

Head supports are also used in the immobilisation of HNC patients; these are typically standard shaped headrests or customisable materials that may be shaped to the patient’s individual anatomy. Primarily, custom head supports are used at the WBCC, as these provide better reproducibility compared to standard head rests [20,21].

![Figure 1-1 Thermoplastic mask impression. A. Thermoplastic mask being lowered over the patient’s head-and-neck; B. Stretching of mask over patient’s head, neck and shoulders, C. Locking mask onto couch; D. Final impression of patient anatomy. Image from Civco Medical Solution [22].](image-url)
1.1.2 Treatment planning and delivery techniques

Following immobilisation, the pCT is acquired, which is a snapshot of the patient position in the treatment mask, and is used as the reference scan throughout radiation treatment. During planning, target volumes and OARs are outlined on the pCT, and used to assist plan generation. On treatment, the radiation therapist (RT) team attempt to reproduce the patient position as it was captured on the pCT, by repositioning the patient in the head support and refitting the treatment mask, for each treatment fraction.

In recent years, radiation therapy techniques for HNC have rapidly become more advanced, with treatments such as intensity-modulated radiation therapy (IMRT) and volumetric modulated arc therapy (VMAT). IMRT achieves dose delivery more conformal to the target volume compared to three dimensional conformal radiation therapy (3D-CRT), allowing for tumour dose escalation and increased sparing of normal tissue [6,23]. VMAT is a more recently developed treatment technique and achieves very similar dose distributions compared to IMRT with the treatment delivery generally much faster [24–26]. Faster treatment delivery can potentially reduce motion during treatment (intra-fraction motion), which may occur within the treatment mask. These conformal treatment techniques require accurate patient positioning to avoid geometric misses, which may result in tumour recurrence and/or unnecessary toxicity due to exposure of OARs to excessive dose [7]. Both VMAT and 3D-CRT treatment techniques are used at WBCC (Figure 1-2), depending on treatment indication and extent of disease, with the same immobilisation equipment and positioning techniques used for both treatments.
Figure 1-2 Comparison of VMAT and 3D-CRT treatment plans at WBCC. pCT at level of C4/C5 junction, target volumes outlined in red, blue and brown contours, dose displayed from 50Gy (blue) to 65Gy (red). Note increased dose conformity to target volume particularly around the high (red) dose volume and reduced dose around spinal cord (black contour) with VMAT.

1.1.3 Image Guided Radiation Therapy

Sufficient positioning accuracy is typically verified using image guided radiation therapy (IGRT) [27]. The term IGRT refers to imaging processes in both treatment planning and treatment delivery areas of radiation therapy [28]. For this study, IGRT includes the use of imaging techniques at the treatment machine and the assessment of patient position compared to the pCT.
At the WBCC, IGRT for HNC is primarily performed using two-dimensional kilo-voltage (2D-kV) imaging, with CBCT used as a secondary imaging tool. Both techniques are acquired using a kilo-voltage X-ray source and flat panel detector, which are mounted on the gantry of the linear accelerator perpendicular to the treatment beam [27,29] (Figure 1-3). 2D-kV images are captured as paired static X-ray images at orthogonal angles, 90º apart [30]. CBCT is acquired by rotating the gantry around the patient, capturing multiple image projections every 1-2º of rotation, which are then reconstructed to give a volumetric image dataset [29].

**Figure 1-3 Varian TrueBeam linear accelerator.** Radiation treatment is delivered from the head of the gantry, with imaging arms attached perpendicular to the treatment beam. Imaging arms identified as kilo-voltage X-ray imaging source and flat panel imaging detector. Treatment couch where patient is positioned. Image courtesy of Varian Medical Systems, Inc [31]. All rights reserved.
Using IGRT, images are acquired with the patient in the treatment position. Positioning errors may be measured at the machine console and if necessary corrected immediately prior to treatment delivery [27]. At the WBCC, translational errors are assessed and automatically corrected by remotely adjusting the treatment couch from the machine console. We do not currently have the technology required to correct pitch and roll, using a so-called 6D-treatment couch [32], while remote motion of couch rotation from the treatment console is currently not included in our IGRT protocol [33]. As a result, the correction of translational errors handles only part of the geometric uncertainties observed in repositioning patients for treatment. Residual errors due to rotations and the relative motion of different anatomical substructures remain [11,34].
1.2 Management of uncertainties

Safety margins are used to reduce the impact of uncertainties in radiation therapy, and are applied to the clinical target volume (CTV) during the planning process [34]. The CTV contains the gross tumour volume (GTV) where present, plus any microscopic disease that needs irradiating [35,36]. A safety margin is then applied to obtain a planning target volume (PTV), which is a geometric concept used to ensure the CTV receives adequate dose when uncertainties are present (Figure 1-4). Several formulas for calculating appropriate PTV margins exist, each of which requires consideration of various systematic and random uncertainties across the entire radiation treatment process, to ensure accurate and safe treatment [34].

Figure 1-4 Basic representation of GTV, CTV and PTV. Gross tumour volume (GTV) in dark red, clinical target volume (CTV) in light red, planning target volume (PTV) in blue. Adapted from International Commission on Radiation Units and Measurements [35].
Setup uncertainties are commonly divided into systematic dispersion and random errors [34]. Systematic dispersion is the variation of the per patient average setup error [37], and is often confusingly referred to as systematic patient setup error. Systematic dispersion errors are typically caused by (but are not necessarily limited to) treatment preparation errors [34]. Random errors represent the fraction-to-fraction variation of the patient setup error [34,37]. Not included in this categorisation are systematic departmental setup errors such as incorrect protocols or faulty equipment, as these do not represent a variation or uncertainty. Therefore, these deviations should be minimised by means other than a statistical approach or PTV margin. Furthermore, it should be noted that some overlap between all of the above categories may exist due to time trends, which are generally not captured by the descriptive statistics used to determine the various setup error contributions [38]. For instance, these time trends can be caused by changes in patient anatomy or degradation of immobilisation equipment over the treatment course, or slow degradation of treatment couch during its lifetime. In addition, patient deformation due to, for example organ motion, weight loss and tumour shrinkage, or poor setup reproducibility, is generally not included in PTV margin calculations [11–15,34,39].
1.3 Deformation

Deformations and anatomical changes are common in patients with HNC [11,40]. Deformation is a current focus in the assessment of patient positioning for HNC [11–16], particularly as these uncertainties are generally not accounted for using translational adjustments or PTV margins [28]. As discussed in this study, deformation relates to the relative movement of different anatomical sub regions, which may be due to changes in posture or flexion in the head-and-neck region, weight loss or tumour shrinkage [15].

Several studies have reviewed deformation during HNC treatments, using different 3D imaging modalities [11–16]. The benefit of 3D information for reviewing deformation is that anatomical and positional changes that cannot be accurately assessed with 2D-kV imaging may be reviewed [11]. Using 3D data, multiple rigid registrations can be performed and the movement of a specific region of interest (ROI) relative to a reference ROI can be calculated. As a result, a number of studies reported deformation within the head-and-neck region exceeding the applied PTV margins, despite the use of immobilisation equipment [11–16]. Clinically, deformation may result in reduction of dose to the target or increased irradiation of OARs, leading to possible tumour recurrence or unnecessary toxicities.
1.4 Status of patient positioning at WBCC

At the time of implementation of CBCT at WBCC, imaging showed that patient positioning for HNC treatments was not optimal and was thought to require improvement. In particular, differences in posture or neck flex were regularly observed during IGRT. As demonstrated by Figure 1-5, registration of the pCT and CBCT on C1-C3 shows a considerable amount of deformation throughout the scan volume, with mismatches observed in the spine, mandible, occipital bone and larynx.

Figure 1-5 Example of HNC patient positioning during 2011/2012 period at WBCC. pCT (purple) and CBCT (green) registered on C1-C3. Superimposed image highlights areas where a good match (white) or mismatch between the reference and treatment images is obtained (either green or purple).
The observation that setup accuracy needed to improve led to the establishment of a multidisciplinary team (MDT) focused on patient positioning, with representation from the radiation oncologists, medical physicists and radiation therapists. The MDT undertook a systematic review of positioning policies and procedures, with the aim of identifying possible areas for improvement. From this review, the MDT formulated five main recommendations, which subsequently instigated the following changes:

1. A significant overhaul of IGRT protocols, including a shift to online imaging corrections and increased utilisation of CBCT, as well as the definition of specific instructions for image matching and review.

2. Instigation of weekly multidisciplinary image review meetings.

3. Increased preparation documentation and photographs required at the time of mask making for HNC patients, in order to provide more detailed information for setup at the treatment machines.

4. A review of the types of head supports being used in the immobilisation of HNC patients.

5. Retraining of radiation therapists in immobilisation equipment.

These changes eventually lead to improved patient positioning being observed during weekly image review meetings. An example of patient positioning in 2013/2014 is demonstrated by Figure 1-6, where registration of the pCT and CBCT on C1-C3 shows considerably less deformation, compared to Figure 1-5. While these improvements were encouraging, trends in setup accuracy were not quantified in a formal way.
Figure 1-6 Example of HNC patient positioning during 2013/2014 period at WBCC. pCT (purple) and CBCT (green) registered on C1-C3. Superimposed image highlights areas where a good match (white) or mismatch between the reference and treatment images is obtained (either green or purple).
1.5 *Statistical Process Control*

In this thesis, Statistical Process Control (SPC) charts are a primary method for the analysis of the results, and are therefore separately introduced in this section. SPC refers to a collection of quality management tools, widely used in manufacturing processes since the 1950’s [41]. One of the most prominent parts of SPC is the control chart, first developed by Walter A. Shewhart of Bell Telephone Laboratories in the 1920’s [41–43]. Control charts operate based on Shewhart’s theory of variability, which assumes that natural variation will exist in any process, even in well controlled processes [41,42]. This variation is therefore referred to as controlled variation, while uncontrolled variation relates to exceptional deviations [43]. Control charts use process limits to differentiate between these two types of variation [41–43]. Figure 1-7 demonstrates a generic control chart, with the key quality measure plotted on the y-axis and time or patient number on the x-axis. Process limits are calculated based on a reference group, which represents a period of process stability [42] and is plotted on the example control chart in red. Process limits are calculated as a centre line (CL), representing the average value of the data for the reference group, as well as an upper process limit (UPL) and lower process limit (LPL) [41–43]. Upper and lower process limits are usually designed using three sigma (±3σ) either side of the CL, where sigma represents the dispersion statistic calculated for the data [41]. The selection of three sigma limits is often described by the empirical rule; where given a homogenous, normally distributed dataset, 99.7% of data will fall within three sigma units [44]. Observations outside these limits are deemed worthwhile investigating [43].
Once process limits have been calculated, charts may be plotted in what is typically referred to as the observation period [45]. Data is commonly plotted prospectively, using a scatter plot with straight line connectors, which allows trends in process stability to be more easily observed [41]. Plotting data in real time allows for prompt investigation of exceptional variation [41–43,45]. Advantages of SPC charts include a consistent and effective approach in process control. This is achieved through pre-defined rules of interpretation, which may vary depending on the process or type of data, as well as the type of control chart being used [41,42].

![SPC Control Chart](Image)

**Figure 1-7 Example of generic SPC control chart.** Adapted from Pawlicki et al. [45].

A wide range of SPC charts are available to monitor process stability, with the type of control chart based on the kind of data being analysed [41,43]. Control charts for continuous data may be based on subgroups or individuals. For example, mean and range charts are calculated using rational subgroups, with subgroup mean or range
plotted as a single data point on the relevant control chart [42]. However, when subgroups cannot be defined in a meaningful way, individual value (x) and moving range (mR) charts are typically used [41–43]. Commonly, Exponentially Weighted Moving Average (EWMA) charts are used in combination with x- and mR-SPC charts. As the name implies, these charts display a weighted average of historical data points from the x-SPC and are used to highlight small shifts of the process mean [41,46].

The role of SPC as a tool in radiation therapy quality assurance (QA) was previously discussed by Pawlicki et al. [38] in 2005. At this time, a limited number of references on this topic were available from the literature [38,47,48]. Since then, there have been several publications on SPC for linear accelerator QA [38,49] and IMRT/VMAT QA [50–56]. Despite a thorough literature review, only one paper discussing the use of SPC in patient positioning was found, in which Ung & Wee [57] used control charts to identify positioning errors in prostate patients.
1.6  **Aim and objectives**

As discussed in Section 1.4, a multidisciplinary team was set up and made a number of process changes, after which improved positioning accuracy was observed. However, this improvement in setup accuracy was not quantified, nor was a specific cause of change identified.

**Aim**

The overarching aim of this project was to retrospectively quantify the improvement of patient setup accuracy in radiation treatments for head-and-neck cancer at the WBCC. This aim was achieved by investigating the following objectives:

**Objectives**

1. Determine setup accuracy, specifically as the level of deformation during HNC treatment.
2. Assess trends in patient positioning over time.
3. Investigate possible causes of change in setup accuracy.
4. Benchmark setup accuracy in terms of deformation with published literature.
5. Discuss different measures for the management of patient positioning in HNC treatments in the future.
2 MATERIALS & METHODS

Local ethics approval was considered but was not required because all patient information and imaging was collected retrospectively from existing patient records, without collecting additional data. The study was registered with the hospital research department as a clinical audit.

2.1 Patient cohort

This study analysed setup accuracy using CBCT scans of 96 patients. All patients were treated for HNC using external beam radiation therapy at the WBCC. Patients were retrospectively selected from a cohort of 131 consecutive HNC patients, who had been imaged using CBCT. All patients were treated between May 2011 and March 2014, under four different imaging and positioning protocols (Section 2.3). Patients were selected irrespective of age, gender, tumour diagnosis and treatment technique. There were two main inclusion criteria to ensure sufficient data to estimate the average deformation for each patient, along with a minimum of three regions of interest on which to calculate deformation (Section 2.4):

1. Availability of at least three weekly CBCTs or daily CBCT over a minimum of 10 treatments.

2. Minimum CBCT field of view encompassing C1 vertebra superiorly and/or C5 vertebra inferiorly. Anterior-posterior and lateral scan borders were determined by the field of view, which was sufficient to include relevant anatomy and therefore specific limits were not applied in these directions.

Overall, 23 potential patients were excluded due to insufficient number of images, while 11 patients were excluded due to inadequate scan lengths. One further patient
was excluded due to poor image quality. Five patients required a repeat pCT and/or mask during treatment, after which a new treatment plan was created for the remaining fractions. These new plans were treated as a separate entity within the study database, with separate datasets created for each new pCT. Therefore, a total of 101 patient datasets were available for analysis across 96 patients.
2.2 Patient positioning

For the purpose of this study, the date of pCT acquisition and mask making was used as the reference date for analysis. For all treatments, the isocentre was used as the reference point for positioning corrections.

All patients were immobilised using a Kevlar Reloadable Head and Shoulder S-Frame Mask, 2.4mm as shown in Figure 2-1 (Q-Fix, Avondale PA)

![Figure 2-1 Top and side views of Kevlar Reloadable Head and Shoulder S-Frame Mask 2.4mm, without patient. Not to scale.](image)

Various head support products were used for patient immobilisation during the study period. These included both standard shaped head rests and custom made head supports as listed;

- Q-Fix Standard Silverman B Head Rest (Q-Fix, Avondale, PA)
- Q-Fix Standard Silverman F Head Rest (Q-Fix, Avondale, PA)
- Civco Custom Vac-Lok Cushion Type-S, 61x65cm, 8 litre fill, nylon with indexing (Civco Medical Solutions, Kalona, IA).
• Klarity Custom Head and Shoulder Support Vacuum Bag, 62x67cm, 9 litres fill, nylon with in-house indexing (Klarity Medical Products LLC., Newark, OH).

• Klarity Custom Head and Shoulder Support Vacuum Bag, 62x67cm, 7 litres fill, nylon with indexing (Klarity Medical Products LLC., Newark, OH).

Each custom head support is a vacuum cushion containing polystyrene beads, which forms a rigid mould when the air is removed (vacuumed) [58]. These head supports are all re-usable once the patient has completed treatment.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Head Support Type</th>
<th>Reference Label</th>
<th>Incidence (n)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Civco Vac-Lok Cushion Type-S</td>
<td>HS1</td>
<td>42</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Klarity Custom Head &amp; Should Support Vacuum Bag (9 litre)</td>
<td>HS2</td>
<td>26</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Civco Vac-Lok Cushion Type-S + thermoplastic neck roll</td>
<td>HS3</td>
<td>14</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Klarity Custom Head &amp; Should Support Vacuum Bag (7 litre)</td>
<td>HS4</td>
<td>6</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

For this study, only three patients used the standard Silverman B or F head rests while one patient used the Silverman F with a Civco Vac-Lok Cushion. In order to improve patient set-up, in-house developed support materials were also used for some patients. Two types of neck roll were developed in-house, one using thermoplastic material and another made from polystyrene. The purpose of these neck rolls was to provide a more standard neck shape with vacuum bags, where the polystyrene fill was not sufficient to provide adequate neck support. Neck rolls were used for 17 patients, 14 of which were thermoplastic neck rolls in conjunction with Civco Vac-Lok cushions
A polystyrene neck roll combined with a Civco Vac-Lok cushion was used for two patients, and a thermoplastic neck roll was used in conjunction with a Klarity 9 litre vacuum bag only for a single patient. Table 2-1 and Figure 2-2 outline the main head supports used in this study.

**Figure 2-2 Top and side views of the four main head support types.** Not to scale. See Table 2-1 for more information on each head support type. Note the difference between HS1 and HS3 as the gap under the neck where the thermoplastic neck roll is placed (indicated by red arrow).
Mouth pieces, which are identified as bite blocks \((n = 5)\) or tongue depressors \((n = 18)\), were used to remove the palate from the irradiated volume and/or to stabilize the positioning of the tongue (Figure 2-3). Bite blocks were created using a plastic syringe plus adapt-it thermoplastic pellets (Q-Fix, Avondale, PA). Tongue depressors were made using a flat plate with 2/3 20mL syringe plus adapt-it thermoplastic pellets (Q-Fix, Avondale, PA).

![Image of bite block and tongue depressor](image)

**Figure 2-3 Top and side view of bite block (A) and tongue depressor (B).** Not to scale. Adapt-it thermoplastic pellets (white) are moulded around each mouth piece and soften when heated to get impression of teeth/gums.

Shoulder retractors were used during mask making for all patients. Thirty-seven patients also used shoulder retractors during treatment but this was abandoned for later treatments after changes made by the MDT. A knee rest was used for all patients to improve comfort, with two patients requiring an additional pillow under the knees.

An anterior reference mark, inferior to the mask was used to aid in reproducing patient position at mask making/acquisition of the pCT. This was either a tattoo \((n = 84)\), nevus \((n = 2)\) or nipple line \((n = 3)\). Seven patients had no anterior reference, because the treatment volumes were located superiorly, not extending into the lower
neck. Initially, the distance between the reference marks on the mask and the anterior reference \((n = 36)\) were used for initial patient setup. After changes in protocol for HNC treatment preparation made by the MDT, this distance was measured from the head support indexing the treatment couch \((n = 60)\).

Bolus was used for 11 patients to provide sufficient dose delivery for superficial target volumes, and was placed either inside the mask \((n = 10)\) or outside the mask \((n = 1)\) as was appropriate.
2.3 Treatment planning and delivery

This section provides background information on treatment planning and delivery approach. This information did not specifically impact the analysis of the results but has been included to provide an overview of these aspects of HNC treatment at the WBCC.

pCT scans were acquired on a Philips Brilliance Big Bore CT Scanner (Koninklijke Philips N.V., Eindhoven, The Netherlands). Scans were reconstructed in 3 mm slice thickness, with a 1x1 mm$^2$ in-plane spatial resolution.

VMAT ($n = 57$) and 3D-CRT ($n = 39$) were the treatment techniques used during this study. All treatment plans were generated using Eclipse Treatment Planning System (Varian Medical Systems Inc., Palo Alto, CA), with treatment delivery performed using a Varian Clinac Ex equipped with On-Board Imaging or a Varian Truebeam accelerator (Varian Medical Systems Inc., Palo Alto, CA).

Four image guidance protocols were applied throughout the study period, with changes in on-treatment imaging protocols due to the introduction of VMAT and changes initiated by the MDT for patient positioning. A summary of each protocol and the incidence of application are provided in Table 2-2.
Table 2-2 Clinical image guided radiation therapy protocols and incidence

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>IGRT Protocol</th>
<th>Modality</th>
<th>Frequency</th>
<th>Online match</th>
<th>n</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>IGRT Protocol 1</td>
<td>2D-kV</td>
<td>#1-2</td>
<td>Yes – shift &gt;0.3cm</td>
<td>19</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>CBCT</td>
<td>#3, weekly</td>
<td>Yes – shift &gt;0.3cm</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>IGRT Protocol 2</td>
<td>2D-kV</td>
<td>Daily</td>
<td>Yes – shift &gt;0.0cm</td>
<td>24</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>CBCT</td>
<td>Weekly</td>
<td>Yes – shift &gt;0.0cm</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>IGRT Protocol 3</td>
<td>2D-kV</td>
<td>Daily</td>
<td>Yes – shift &gt;0.0cm</td>
<td>50</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>CBCT</td>
<td>Weekly</td>
<td>No, only verification</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>IGRT Protocol 4</td>
<td>CBCT</td>
<td>Daily</td>
<td>Yes – shift &gt;0.0cm</td>
<td>12</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Eight patients required different imaging approaches due to setup difficulties during treatment, which were managed through increased imaging frequency. Effectively, this resulted in the application of a combination of two of the four protocols for these patients during their course of treatment, as Protocols 2 and 4 (n = 2), 3 and 4 (n = 5), 1 and 3 (n = 1).

For all protocols, rigid registrations of the pCT and 2D-kV or CBCT images were performed using bony anatomy. 2D-kV image registrations were done using manual matching processes, while registrations were typically performed using automatic registration tools for CBCT imaging.

All imaging was performed prior to treatment delivery. Where both modalities were performed on the same treatment fraction as in, for example, IGRT protocol 3 or 4, 2D-kV images were acquired first for online position correction, followed by CBCT for weekly verification of the correctness of positioning based on 2D-kV imaging.
2.4 *Multiple rigid registration protocol*

For this study, image registrations were performed using Varian Offline Review software (Varian Medical Systems Inc., Palo Alto, CA). All registrations were done by the researcher as the sole observer. An intra- and inter-observer audit of 15 patients (2 fractions per patient) was performed to confirm that these registrations were consistent and accurate.

Quantification of deformation in head-and-neck setups was achieved by performing multiple rigid registrations on each imaged fraction. Registrations were done using eight separate ROIs; C1-C3, C3-C5, C5-C7, C7-caudal, mandible, occipital bone, suprasternal notch (SSN) and larynx (Figure 2-4). This selection of ROIs reproduced those used by van Kranen *et al.* [11], with the only difference being the inclusion of C7 in the inferior spine ROI. These match structures encompassed those regions typically included in the irradiated volume for many head-and-neck cancers [11], and were consistent with other studies, allowing comparisons to be made with previous work [12–14].

In order to efficiently register each sub region in an highly automated way, the ROI and Intensity Range tools available in Offline Review were used [30]. For each registration, the ROI box was defined on the pCT to cover the relevant anatomy without additional margin (Figure 2-4). Each ROI was matched one at a time, over the entire patient dataset, to ensure consistent ROI definition for each individual patient. The Bones Intensity Range with Hounsfield Unit (HU) limits of 200 to 1700 was used for all automatic registrations excluding larynx. This guaranteed that only those voxels within the specified HU range were used by the 3D Match algorithm [30].
Considering the low density cartilage in the larynx, the Intensity Range was not restricted to a specific HU range while matching this ROI.

Figure 2-4 Definition of the eight regions of interest used in the multiple rigid registration protocol
Automatic registrations were then completed using the default match setting of the Offline Review software. This setting applied a three step automatic match configuration. In each step, a Downhill Simplex optimiser and Mutual Information Similarity Measure was used, with increasing internal resolution from 8 mm to 4 mm to 2 mm [30]. All automatic matches were visually inspected and manually adjusted if required.

Three degrees of freedom were included in each registration; Vertical (Vrt), Longitudinal (Lng) and Lateral (Lat). Rotational errors were not included.

In total, 740 CBCT images were analysed in the study protocol over 101 patient datasets. This resulted in 7.3 CBCT images on average, and a range of 3-30 images per dataset. All results were recorded in a database, which was created using Excel (Microsoft v 2010 Redmond Campus, Redmond, WA).
2.5 Setup uncertainties

2.5.1 Calculation of deformation

Deformation of an ROI at a particular fraction was defined as the geometrical shift of that ROI with respect to the pCT scan and relative to that of a reference ROI. Deformation was therefore calculated for each ROI, translational axis \((k)\) and fraction \((f)\) by subtracting the match results of the reference ROI \((E_{f,k}^{\text{ref}})\) from the individual ROI \((E_{f,k}^{\text{ROI}})\), as follows:

\[
D_{f,k}^{\text{ROI}} = E_{f,k}^{\text{ROI}} - E_{f,k}^{\text{ref}}
\]

\text{Eq } 1

where \(k\) represents either the vertical, longitudinal, or lateral axis. In addition, the resultant 3D vector length \((v_f^{\text{ROI}})\) of these three orthogonal components were calculated for each ROI and fraction \((f)\) using [37]:

\[
v_f^{\text{ROI}} = \sqrt{[D_{f,k,\text{vert}}^{\text{ROI}}]^2 + [D_{f,k,\text{long}}^{\text{ROI}}]^2 + [D_{f,k,\text{lat}}^{\text{ROI}}]^2}
\]

\text{Eq } 2

C1-C3 was selected as the reference ROI. As described by van Kranen et al. [11], C1-C3 is often central to both the target and organ at risk volumes, and is also supported by the head rest, giving the expectation of reproducible positioning. C1-C3 is also commonly used as a reference structure at the WBCC when clinically matching head-and-neck images. It allowed not only comparison between ROIs across datasets within this study, but also with the results of previous work [11–14].
2.5.2 Patient statistics

Calculation of patient statistics for each translational axis and 3D vector were performed using the methods described by Remeijer et al. [37] for conventional set-up errors. The patient systematic deformation \( m_p^{ROI} \) and patient random deformation \( \sigma_p^{ROI} \) were calculated per ROI, using all imaged fractions per patient \( f_p^{ROI} \):

\[
m_p^{ROI} = \sum_{f=1}^{f_p^{ROI}} \frac{x_p^{ROI}}{f_p^{ROI}}
\]

\[
\sigma_p^{ROI} = \sqrt{\frac{1}{f_p^{ROI} - 1} \sum_{f=1}^{f_p^{ROI}} (x_p^{ROI} - m_p^{ROI})^2}
\]

where \( x_p^{ROI} \) can either be the deformation per axis per ROI \( D_{f,k}^{ROI} \), or the 3D deformation vector for each ROI \( v_f^{ROI} \).

The overall 3D deformation was also calculated for each dataset by averaging the 3D vectors across all available ROIs per dataset, where \( N_p^{ROI} \) represents the number of ROIs registered per patient;

\[
v_p^m = \sum_{p=1}^{ROI_p} \frac{m_p^{ROI}}{N_p^{ROI}}
\]

\[
v_p^\sigma = \sum_{p=1}^{ROI_p} \frac{\sigma_p^{ROI}}{N_p^{ROI}}
\]
2.5.3 Group statistics

Calculation of group statistics was also performed using methods described by Remeijer et al. [37] for conventional set-up errors.

The overall mean of patient means ($M_{ROI}$) was calculated for each ROI, using the total number of imaged fractions ($N_{img}^{ROI}$) for all patient datasets ($P_{ROI}$):

$$N_{img}^{ROI} = \sum_{p=1}^{P_{ROI}} P_{ROI}^{p}$$  \hspace{1cm} \text{Eq 7}

$$M_{ROI} = \frac{1}{N_{img}^{ROI}} \sum_{p=1}^{P_{ROI}} \sum_{f=1}^{P_{ROI}^{p}} x_{p}^{ROI}$$  \hspace{1cm} \text{Eq 8}

The variation of the patient systematic deformation was calculated to give the group systematic dispersion per ROI, $\Sigma_{ROI}$:

$$\Sigma_{ROI} = \sqrt{\frac{P_{ROI}}{N_{img}^{ROI}(P_{ROI} - 1)} \sum_{p=1}^{P_{ROI}} P_{ROI}^{p}(m_{p}^{ROI} - M_{ROI})^2}$$  \hspace{1cm} \text{Eq 9}

The group random deformation per ROI, $\sigma_{ROI}$, was calculated by the root mean square of the patient standard deviations:

$$\sigma_{ROI} = \sqrt{\frac{1}{N_{img}^{ROI} - P_{ROI}} \sum_{p=1}^{P_{ROI}} \sum_{f=1}^{P_{ROI}^{p}} (x_{p}^{ROI} - m_{p}^{ROI})^2}$$  \hspace{1cm} \text{Eq 10}
2.6 Normal probability test

A normal probability test was conducted for patient systematic ($v_p^m$) and random ($v_p^r$) overall deformation. Histograms were used to provide a visual inspection of the study distributions in comparison to a bell curve for a normal distribution [44]. The data was also graphed using quantile-quantile normal probability plots. In this test, the study data (observed quantiles) were plotted against expected quantiles from a normal distribution and interpreted against a fit line; where departures from the fit line indicated a non-normal distribution [59]. As both of these tests were visually interpreted, subjectivity in the results may occur. Therefore, a Shapiro-Wilk test was also performed in MATLAB (The Mathworks, Natick, MA, USA) to give a more objective measure of normality. The Shapiro-Wilk tests the normality of data against the test statistic $W$, under the null hypothesis that $W = 1$ for normally distributed data [60]. The threshold for significance in the Shapiro-Wilk test was applied as $p < 0.05$. 
2.7 **Statistical Process Control**

2.7.1 **Control chart selection**

As SPC charts were used in this study to investigate a change in setup accuracy over several years including many patients, overall *per patient* deviations were selected as the focus for SPC review. Specifically, both the systematic deformation and the variation in patient deformation over the treatment were investigated (Eq 3-Eq 6). Considering that the data of each patient would therefore be represented by a single point, *x*- and *mR* –SPC charts are presented rather than SPC charts monitoring the behaviour of subgroups. The *EWMA*-SPC chart was also included in the control chart selection, as is commonly used with *x*- and *mR*-SPC charts [41]. This chart type is sensitive in detecting small shifts in process mean [41,46], which based on the aim of this study, was considered useful to identify changes in patient positioning over several years.

2.7.2 **Initial reference group selection**

As there is no quantitative comparison between groups in SPC like in commonly applied statistical analysis, a formal sample size calculation was not applicable. In SPC, the reference group represents a group of observations on which to calculate the control limits to be applied for late observations. These control limits only serve to monitor the (future) stability of the process and indicate the need for further investigations of discrepancies. If process results do not become available at a high frequency (like in this study), it is common to start monitoring based on a pragmatically chosen reference dataset in which the ‘process’ results seem to be stable. The first results from the observation period are then used to judge the
appropriateness of this division. A reference group of 15 individual datasets was deemed sufficient for SPC which were selected using a grading system, as described below.

Starting from the final dataset, patient images were visually graded by the researcher and an independent reviewer. A score of one to five was given to each patient, with a score of one representing minor visual setup deformations and a score of five representing major visual setup deformations. From this, the average visual deformation score was reviewed in each grouping of 15 consecutive patients. This initial review of the data indicated that the positioning results for the 15 most recent patients, treated at the end of 2013 and start of 2014, were better compared to the previous patients. Therefore, the entire cohort was divided into two subgroups labelled as the study group and reference group, respectively. It should be noted that this selection method needed verification. Therefore, during the quantitative analysis of the results, further assessment was made whether this initial division of the data was meaningful, and the reference group actually represented a period with improved and consistent patient positioning results.

### 2.7.3 Time scale calculation

The standard approach of SPC is to monitor processes by plotting data as it becomes available [41,42]. However, to retrospectively analyse the historical data in this study, a reversed time base was used. Therefore, using the \( \text{ref}_i \) for each patient dataset \( p \), the number of days before the reference date of the most recent patient dataset \( (\text{ref}_i) \) was used as the SPC time base, and was calculated using:

\[
\text{Time to last reference data point}_i = \text{ref}_i - \text{ref}_i
\]  
Eq 11
2.7.4 Control chart calculation

The patient systematic ($m_p^{ROI}$) and random ($\sigma_p^{ROI}$) 3D deformation vectors per ROI, as well as the overall 3D deformation vectors ($v_p^m, v_p^\sigma$) were used as the input data to generate the $x$-, $mR$- and EWMA-SPC charts.

**Individual value and Moving Range**

$x$-SPC charts plot one-at-a-time values, while the $mR$-SPC charts the difference between subsequent individual measurements [42,43]. As indicate above, patient systematic, random and overall deformation vectors were used as the individual values ($x$) for this analysis. The $mR$-SPC charts were generated by calculating the difference between adjacent individual values $x$ using [41]:

$$mR_i = x_i - x_{i-1}$$

Eq 12

Process limits for both the $x$-SPC and $mR$-SPC charts were calculated based on the reference group, using the following equations [41].

For the $x$-SPC chart;

$$UPL = \overline{x} + 3 \frac{mR}{d_2}$$

Eq 13

$$CL = \overline{x}$$

Eq 14

$$LPL = \overline{x} - 3 \frac{mR}{d_2}$$

Eq 15
For the moving range chart;

\[ UPL = \left(1 + 3 \frac{d_3}{d_2}\right) \overline{mR} \quad \text{Eq 16} \]

\[ CL = \overline{mR} \quad \text{Eq 17} \]

\[ LPL = \left(1 - 3 \frac{d_3}{d_2}\right) \overline{mR} \quad \text{Eq 18} \]

Where \( \overline{x} \) equals the mean individual value and \( \overline{mR} \) the mean moving range for the reference group. Bias correction factors \( d_2 = 1.128 \) and \( d_3 = 0.8525 \) for subgroup size \( n = 2 \) were used to calculate control charts, which is a standard approach for subgroup size \( n = 1 \) patient [43].

**Exponentially Weighted Moving Average**

The \( \text{EWMA} \) value is defined as [41,46];

\[ \text{EWMA}_i = \lambda x_i + (1 - \lambda)\text{EWMA}_{i-1} \quad \text{Eq 19} \]

Corresponding process limits were then calculated as [41,46];

\[ UPL = \overline{\text{EWMA}} + L\sigma \sqrt{\frac{\lambda}{(2 - \lambda)}} [1 - (1 - \lambda)^{2i}] \quad \text{Eq 20} \]

\[ CL = \overline{\text{EWMA}} \quad \text{Eq 21} \]
\[ LPL = EWMA - L\sigma \sqrt{\frac{\lambda}{(2 - \lambda)^2}} [1 - (1 - \lambda)^{2i}] \]

Eq 22

Where;

- \( EWMA_0 \) is taken equal to the CL value for \( x \)-SPC chart, \( \bar{x} \)
- \( x \) is the individual value
- \( i \) is the patient number
- \( EWMA \) is the mean \( EWMA \) for the reference group
- \( \sigma \) is the standard deviation of the individual values for the reference group

\( \lambda \) is a constant that determines the depth of memory of the \( EWMA \), where a value of 1 includes only the current value while smaller values of \( \lambda \) give more weight to the inclusion of previous data points [41]. Note that usually this implies older data but for this retrospective analysis, these are the more recent data points. \( L \) determines the width of the control limits [41,46]. Common values for \( \lambda \) and \( L \) are 0.2 and 3, respectively [41]. However, as the overall systematic and random patient deformations in this study were not normally distributed (Figure 3-2), \( \lambda \) and \( L \) were set to \( \lambda = 0.05 \) and \( L = 2.492 \). Borror et al. [46] have shown that, even for strongly asymmetric and skewed data distributions, these \( \lambda \) and \( L \) values yield virtually the same type I and type II error probabilities as the more common \( \lambda \) and \( L \) values for normally distributed data.
2.7.5 Rules of interpretation for SPC

The Western Electric Company classified rules for detecting an out-of-control signal in SPC based on three zones [43]. Figure 2-5 displays each zone, while Figure 2-6 demonstrates each of the zone rules.

The zone rules B-D are less commonly used due to the increased risk of returning a false positive [43]. Furthermore, as EWMA-SPC charts filter out the specific trends per definition due to the averaging, only one rule of interpretation was applied in this study, that is any value outside the process limits needs to be investigated [46].
Figure 2-5 Western Electric Zones for detecting out-of-control signals. Zone A located between 3σ (control limit) and 2σ; Zone B located between 2σ and 1σ; Zone C located between 1σ and the CL. Adapted from Wheeler & Chambers [43]

Figure 2-6 Western Electric Zone Rules for detecting an out-of-control signal in SPC analysis. A: Test 1 – any point outside the control limits; B: Test 2 – two out of three successive points fall in Zone A or beyond; C: Test 3 – four out of five successive points fall in Zone C or beyond; D: Test 4 – eight consecutive points on one side of the CL. Investigation points indicated by orange circles. Adapted from Wheeler & Chambers [43]
2.8 Investigation of potential causes of change

A systematic review of departmental process changes that occurred during the study period was performed to identify potential causes of change in setup accuracy. This review was primarily based on previous MDT meeting minutes and edits to departmental protocols, as well as a review of patient treatment information, with three main focus points:

A. Intentional process changes implemented by the MDT for patient positioning.
   - Instigation of weekly image review meetings.
   - Increased documentation and photographs required at the time of mask making and pCT, in order to provide more detailed information for setup at treatment. Included in this change were adjustments in the measurement of the anterior reference setup mark, as well as removal of the use of shoulder retractors at treatment (Section 2.2).
   - Review of IGRT protocols, which resulted in a shift to an online imaging protocol and increased utilisation of CBCT (IGRT Protocol 3, IGRT Protocol 4 as discussed in Section 2.3), as well as defining site specific matching instructions and standardised image review techniques.
   - Review of the head supports being used for HNC treatment. This resulted in the introduction of new head supports, as well as some additions/alterations to the existing head supports as discussed in Section 2.2.
• Re-training for mask making, where tutorials on fitting head supports and mask making were provided to all RTs over a roll out period of approximately 4 months.

B. Wider departmental process changes potentially affecting the positioning accuracy during HNC treatments.

• Introduction of VMAT for HNC treatment
• Increased patient care to prevent weight loss

C. Additional factors, not specifically associated with process changes in patient positioning.

• Chemotherapy – as concurrent cisplatin, nil or other chemotherapy pre radiation therapy, including R/CHOP and RBVD.
• Surgery – as major, minor or nil surgery pre radiation therapy.
• Treatment indication – as larynx, oral cavity, pharynx, skin or other.
• Primary disease site – as upper, middle or lower head-and-neck.
• Total dose – as D <=54Gy, 54 < D <= 66Gy and D > 66Gy.
• Number of treatment fractions – as F <= 20, 20 < F <=30 and F > 30.
• Instructions for head position – as neutral, extended or chin down.
• Other immobilisation using mouth piece – as bite block, tongue depressor or nil.

The factors grouped under point C represent potential variables that may affect patient positioning, where no specific or intended process change had occurred. These factors were investigated to highlight unintended process changes that may have impacted patient positioning. It should be noted there is likely some overlap between those variables listed under point C, where for example individual treatment indications may show different treatment sites, chemotherapy or surgical approach and total
treatment dose and fractionation. This could not be accounted for, due to the retrospective nature of this study and difficulties in selecting defined groups based on clinical information.

Changes or upgrades to equipment for both pCT and CBCT imaging were not investigated as potential cause for the observed changes in patient positioning. This exclusion was based on the registration protocol employed for this study, where bony anatomy was used as the match structure (Section 2.4). Typically, limitations in registration of pCT/CBCT imaging relate to soft tissue matching due to poor contrast, while bony anatomy is generally visible across a range of image quality levels [61]. Furthermore, all acquisition parameters for pCT and CBCT are determined using fixed protocols, and a tight quality assurance programme is routinely applied for both modalities at WBCC to warrant the consistency of imaging quality. It was therefore concluded that image quality was not a limiting factor for the accuracy of the image registration applied in this study, and equipment changes / upgrades were excluded from further investigations.

Mostly, those factors listed as potential causes of changes are categorical variables, which were reviewed using time plots as discussed in Section 2.8.2. The only numerical variable of weight loss was reviewed separately, as discussed in Section 2.8.1.

2.8.1 Weight loss

A number of changes were made within the department relating to patient care plans and the level of input from nursing, dietician and speech language therapists during the study period. For that purpose, the total weight loss per patient ($W_{Lp}$) was used as the endpoint of these changes, and was expressed as the percentage change in total
body weight at end of treatment \((w_p^{EOT})\) relative to the total body weight at pCT \((w_p^{pCT})\):

\[
WL_p = \frac{w_p^{EOT} - w_p^{pCT}}{w_p^{pCT}} \times 100\%
\]

Eq 23

SPC was used to review time trends in weight loss and linear regression was applied to correlate weight loss and changes in patient positioning. SPC charts were calculated using the same methods outlined in Section 2.7, including the same reverse time base and reference group.

2.8.2 Time plots for categorical variables

The remaining categorical variables were reviewed using time plots, to verify whether changes in positioning accuracy coincided with process changes or altered additional factors. Time plots were created using the same time scale as the SPC charts (Section 2.7.3). This initial crude analysis was used to manage the workload of this study and exclude factors from further analysis that did not show changes over time. Factors which could not be excluded in this way were then analysed further by testing the statistical significance of correlations.

2.8.3 Kruskal-Wallis ANOVA

Kruskal-Wallis was used to test the statistical significance between categorical variables and overall patient systematic and random deformation. Kruskal-Wallis is a non-parametric equivalent to analysis of variance (ANOVA) for parametric variables [62]. It is used where there are more than two independent subgroups, the assumptions of normality are not met with the measurement variable and the
subgroups have an unequal variance [62,63]. Each measurement variable is
substituted for a rank and the distributions of ranks are then compared to the
distribution of ranks of the whole population [62]. The test statistic $H$ was calculated
using MATLAB (The Mathworks, Natick, MA, USA), with a $p$-value <0.05 as a
threshold for significance. Post-hoc comparisons were made using a Dunn-Sidak
correction for multiple corrections [64].
2.9 Margin calculation

Using the group setup uncertainties, the contribution of deformation to the overall PTV margins was calculated by applying the margin recipe described by van Herk et al. [65] for rigid body setup inaccuracies;

\[ m = 2.5 \Sigma + 0.7\sigma \]  \hspace{1cm} \text{Eq 24}

For application in this study, \( \Sigma \) represents the group systematic dispersion per ROI, \( \Sigma_{ROI} \), and \( \sigma \) the group random deformation per ROI, \( \sigma_{ROI} \). As the analysis results are based on deformation relative to C1-C3, these PTV margin calculations only apply when patients are positioned using C1-C3 as match structure. Therefore, the results from these calculations should not be used as indication of the required PTV margin for setup errors but are only intended to give an indication of the contribution of deformation to the overall PTV margin.
3 RESULTS

3.1 Multiple rigid registration protocol

As this was a retrospective study based on available clinical data, a large variation in the number of patient datasets \( (P_{ROI}) \) and images \( (N_{img}^{ROI}) \) per ROI was observed (Table 3-1). This variance was due to the variation in treatment indications and the finite scan length of the CBCT, which is typically centred on the isocentre [30]. Based on the low patient and image numbers for the suprasternal notch (SSN), this ROI was excluded from analysis.

Figure 3-1 visually demonstrates the definition of various ROIs in the multiple rigid registration protocol employed in this study, where each image represents an individual ROI match. As shown by Figure 3-1, deformation was observed for this particular patient with all registrations, irrespective of the selected ROI match. While this represents one of 740 images, the results presented in Figure 3-1 were common throughout the study cohort, with varying levels of deformation. In order to quantify the observed deformation, the displacement of individual ROIs relative to C1-C3 was calculated.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>ROI</th>
<th>( P_{ROI} )</th>
<th>( N_{img}^{ROI} )</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>C1-C3</td>
<td>101</td>
<td>740</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>C3-C5</td>
<td>101</td>
<td>740</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>C5-C7</td>
<td>92</td>
<td>645</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>C7-caudal</td>
<td>74</td>
<td>524</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Mandible</td>
<td>97</td>
<td>697</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>SSN</td>
<td>9</td>
<td>43</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Occipital bone</td>
<td>85</td>
<td>613</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Larynx</td>
<td>97</td>
<td>699</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
Figure 3-1 Definition of various ROIs in the multiple rigid registration protocol. The colour blend superimposes the pCT (purple) and CBCT (green) images and highlights regions where a good match (white) or a mismatch between the reference and treatment images is obtained (either green or purple).
3.2 Setup uncertainties

Deformation was calculated for each translational axis and associated 3D vectors using Eq 1 and Eq 2. The deformation statistics per patient $m_p^{ROI}$ and $\sigma_p^{ROI}$ were then calculated using Eq 3 and Eq 4. The overall systematic deformation ($\nu_p^{m}$) and random deformation ($\nu_p^{\sigma}$) were also calculated per patient, using Eq 5 and Eq 6. These overall deformation numbers do not present a clinically relevant quantity, but were merely a quality measure that provided a way to analyse the large dataset using SPC (Section 3.4).

Subsequently, the group mean, $M_{ROI}$, group dispersion of the systematic deformation, $\Sigma_{ROI}$, and the group random deformation, $\sigma_{ROI}$, were calculated using equations 7-10 (Table 3-2). For readability purposes, the group dispersion of the systematic deformation will be referred to as the systematic dispersion in the remainder of this thesis.

Patients whose data formed the basis of this study were divided into three separate cohorts. The entire study cohort (WBCC overall; $n = 101$), patients who started treatment in 2011/2012 where positioning was observed to require improvement (WBCC 2011/2012; $n = 41$) and patients who were selected as the reference group for SPC analysis, as discussed in Section 2.7.2 (WBCC reference group; $n = 15$).
Table 3-2 Group mean, systematic dispersion and group random deformation relative to C1-C3 or similar structure*

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>$M_{ROI}$ [mm]</th>
<th>C3-C5</th>
<th>C5-C7</th>
<th>C7-caudal</th>
<th>Mandible</th>
<th>Occipital Bone</th>
<th>Larynx</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Vrt</td>
<td>Lng</td>
<td>Lat</td>
<td>3D</td>
<td>Vrt</td>
<td>Lng</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>WBCC overall</td>
<td>-0.3</td>
<td>-0.1</td>
<td>0.0</td>
<td>1.6</td>
<td>0.4</td>
<td>0.1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>WBCC 2011/2012</td>
<td>-0.5</td>
<td>-0.2</td>
<td>0.1</td>
<td>1.6</td>
<td>0.5</td>
<td>0.3</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>WBCC reference group</td>
<td>0.1</td>
<td>0.0</td>
<td>0.0</td>
<td>1.2</td>
<td>2.0</td>
<td>0.7</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Polat et al., [12] 2007</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>3.0</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>-</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>van Kranen et al., [11] 2009</td>
<td>0.1</td>
<td>0.1</td>
<td>0.1</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>0.8</td>
<td>0.5</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Giske et al., [13] 2011</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>2.0</td>
<td>0.3</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Graff et al., [14] 2013</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>-</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>$\Sigma_{ROI}$ [mm]</th>
<th>C3-C5</th>
<th>C5-C7</th>
<th>C7-caudal</th>
<th>Mandible</th>
<th>Occipital Bone</th>
<th>Larynx</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Vrt</td>
<td>Lng</td>
<td>Lat</td>
<td>3D</td>
<td>Vrt</td>
<td>Lng</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>WBCC overall</td>
<td>1.0</td>
<td>0.3</td>
<td>0.6</td>
<td>0.6</td>
<td>1.8</td>
<td>0.9</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>WBCC 2011/2012</td>
<td>0.6</td>
<td>0.2</td>
<td>0.3</td>
<td>0.3</td>
<td>1.1</td>
<td>0.7</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>WBCC reference group</td>
<td>0.2</td>
<td>0.1</td>
<td>0.2</td>
<td>0.2</td>
<td>1.0</td>
<td>0.4</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Polat et al., [12] 2007</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>2.1</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>-</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>van Kranen et al., [11] 2009</td>
<td>0.5</td>
<td>0.4</td>
<td>0.6</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>3.2</td>
<td>2.2</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Giske et al., [13] 2011</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>2.5</td>
<td>1.6</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Graff et al., [14] 2013</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>-</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$\sigma_{ROI}$ [mm]</td>
<td>C3-C5</td>
<td></td>
<td>C5-C7</td>
<td></td>
<td>C7-caudal</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>-------------------</td>
<td>-------</td>
<td>---</td>
<td>-------</td>
<td>---</td>
<td>----------</td>
<td>---</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Vrt</td>
<td>Lng</td>
<td>Lat</td>
<td>3D</td>
<td>Vrt</td>
<td>Lng</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>WBCC overall</td>
<td>1.1</td>
<td>0.6</td>
<td>0.8</td>
<td>0.9</td>
<td>1.3</td>
<td>0.8</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>WBCC 2011/2012</td>
<td>0.6</td>
<td>0.4</td>
<td>0.4</td>
<td>0.5</td>
<td>0.8</td>
<td>0.5</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>WBCC reference group</td>
<td>0.4</td>
<td>0.2</td>
<td>0.3</td>
<td>0.3</td>
<td>0.5</td>
<td>0.3</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Polat et al., [12] 2007</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>-</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>van Kranen et al., [11] 2009</td>
<td>0.7</td>
<td>0.5</td>
<td>0.8</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>1.5</td>
<td>1.7</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Giske et al., [13] 2011</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>2.3</td>
<td>0.7</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Graff et al., [14] 2013</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>-</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

* The ROIs used in this study match those used by van Kranen et al. [11], however other studies had used varying sub regions, which were compared to the ROIs that most closely relate in this study. Polat et al. [12] matched on C4-C6 and the whole skull, which were compared to the results for C3-C5/C5-C7 and the occipital bone respectively. Giske et al. [13] and Graff et al. [14] both used C1-C2 as the reference structure for the calculation of deformation, as well as included smaller ROIs compared to this study. The results Giske et al. [13] presented for C6 and T2 were compared to C5-C7 and C7-caudal respectively. Graff et al. [14] included C7-T1, which was also compared to C7-caudal. All other structures included in Table 3-2 match the ROI listed in the column header.
The results in Table 3-2 showed that the group mean deformation for all WBCC cohorts was smaller than 1 mm along nearly all Cartesian axes, indicating that there is no significant systematic departmental error. Furthermore, the level of deformation was smaller for vertebrae close to C1-C3, and increased for vertebrae located further away. The larynx and mandible are relatively mobile structures, the motion of which could probably not be fully prevented. Consequently, these ROIs displayed the largest group deformation statistics, in particular the systematic dispersion of the larynx in the InG direction.

The initial patient cohort (2011/2012) demonstrated higher deformation values for almost all ROIs, in comparison with the reference group. This is consistent with the improvements in setup accuracy observed during weekly image review meetings, however, time trends during this period of change are generally not captured by descriptive statistics [38]. Therefore, a review of time trends was done using SPC (Section 3.4).

In comparison to previous literature, the results of this study were comparable if not better for most ROIs. Further discussion around benchmarking and comparisons with the literature is detailed in Section 4.1.2.
3.3 Normal probability test

Figure 3-2 Histograms and normal probability plots for systematic and random overall deformation 3D vectors.

Histograms (Figure 3-2) for patient systematic and random overall deformation both demonstrated right skewed distributions. Additionally, several departures from the fit line in the normal probability plots were observed (Figure 3-2), indicating departures from a normal distribution within this dataset. Along with histograms and normal probability plots, a Shapiro-Wilk test [60] was performed. The results for patient
systematic ($W = 0.9347, \ p = 0.0005$) and random ($W = 0.9112, \ p = 0.00005$) deformation both significantly rejected the null hypothesis, confirming the data were not normally distributed.
### 3.4 Statistical Process Control

SPC charts were generated using the 3D overall deformation vectors relative to C1-C3 as the key quality measure for primary analysis, as well as the 3D deformation vectors for each ROI. Separate SPC charts for systematic and random deformation were created.

As per the generic SPC chart presented in Section 1.5, the reference group of 15 patients is plotted in red on all SPC charts, with the study group shown in black. The centre line is charted in black, with upper and lower process limits as dotted red lines.

As discussed in Section 2.7.3, a reverse time base was applied on the x-axis to maintain the common layout of the SPC charts, with the reference group at the left-hand side and the observation period at the right-hand side while performing a retrospective study. Thus, the time axis of all SPC charts in this thesis run from right to left, where \( t=0 \) represents the last patient included in the reference group who started treatment in 2014, and \( t= \text{-1000 days} \) relates to data from 2011.

#### 3.4.1 Individual value and moving range charts

Figure 3-3 and Figure 3-4 show the individual value (x-SPC) and moving range (\( mR \)-SPC) charts for overall deformation. x-SPC and \( mR \)-SPC charts for each ROI are available in Appendix A and Appendix B, respectively. The x-SPC and \( mR \)-SPC charts for both patient systematic and random overall deformation demonstrated a decrease in deformation over a long time with multiple data points outside the control limits during the study, indicating several exceptional deviations.
Figure 3-3 x-SPC charts for patient systematic and random overall deformation relative to C1-C3. Reference group plotted in red, study group shown in black. Centre line charted in black; upper and lower process limits shown as dotted red lines.

Figure 3-4 mR-SPC charts for patient systematic and random overall deformation relative to C1-C3. See Figure 3-3 for explanation of the charts.
The interpretation of these results must take into account the known limitations of $x$- and $mR$-SPC charts [46]. The process limits for these SPC charts are based on the assumption of normally distributed data, which patient systematic and random overall deformation did not meet, as demonstrated by Figure 3-2. Furthermore, this retrospective study aimed to highlight persistent changes in patient positioning over a long time period, which $x$- and $mR$-SPC charts are not very sensitive in identifying [41,42]. These factors indicated that $x$- and $mR$-SPC charts were not ideally suited for analysing the data in this study. In contrast, EWMA-SPC charts are better suited to detect small shifts in the average process results and do not require normally distributed data [46]. The application of EWMA-SPC charts seemed more appropriate for this dataset, and these charts were therefore used as the primary tool to retrospectively detect specific improvements in patient positioning over time.

### 3.4.2 Exponentially Weighted Moving Average charts

Figure 3-5 shows the EWMA-SPC charts for patient overall systematic and random deformations.

These charts showed an improvement in setup accuracy, with a reduction in the systematic overall deformation per patient from 2.8 mm ± 0.1 mm (1 S.D) in 2011 to 0.9 mm ± 0.0 mm (1 S.D) in 2014. A similar reduction was shown in random overall deformation per patient, from 1.2 mm ± 0.0 mm (1 S.D) in 2011 to 0.9 mm ± 0.0 mm (1 S.D) in 2013/2014. Closer inspection showed that there seemed to be two distinct time periods where a considerable improvement occurred, at $t = -250$ to -300 days and around $t = -800$ days.
Figure 3-5  

**EWMA-SPC charts for patient systematic and random overall deformation relative to C1-C3.**  
See Figure 3-3 for explanation of the charts. Note that the same scale is used for both panels but a different offset was applied.

The change at \( t = -250 \) to \(-300 \) days presented a shift outside the control limits on both the patient systematic and random overall deformation EWMA-SPC charts. Therefore, the patient positioning results before that point in time could be considered to be significantly different, compared to the reference group. The second shift observed around \( t = -800 \) days could not be clearly interpreted based on the original control limits. For this reason, separate SPC charts using the time period between \( t = -300 \) to \(-800 \) as the reference group were created. This alternate reference group was selected as it demonstrated a plateau in the results, indicating relatively consistent positioning accuracy during this time. The trends in Figure 3-6 show that a smaller process change seemed to have occurred around \( t = -800 \) days but the results before \( t = -800 \) days did not fall outside the process limits. It could not be proven that this shift in setup accuracy was a significant change and was therefore not further investigated.
No other shifts around the control limits were observed in the results, making $t = -250$ to -300 days the focus point of further analysis and the investigation into potential causes of change, as described in Section 3.5.

**Patient systematic overall deformation**

![Graph of systematic deformation](image)

**Patient random overall deformation**

![Graph of random deformation](image)

Figure 3-6 *EWMA-SPC charts for patient systematic and random overall deformation relative to C1-C3, using patients treated before $t = -300$ days only.* See Figure 3-3 for explanation of the charts. Note that the same scale is used for both panels but a different offset was applied.

While overall deformation was used as the primary analysis parameter, *EWMA-SPC* charts for individual ROIs were also reviewed, in Figure 3-7. This provided an indication as to which ROIs demonstrated the most improved setup accuracy, relative to C1-C3.

As shown in these results moderate positioning improvements were seen in C3-C5 and C5-C7, for both patient systematic and random deformation. C7-caudal showed no significant improvement in systematic deformation and only moderate improvement in random deformation, while the occipital bone showed no significant
improvement throughout the study period. The greatest reduction in deformation relative to C1-C3 was seen in the systematic deformation for the mandible and larynx, with both of these structures also showing moderate improvement in random deformation. Although not all ROIs show an abrupt shift of the data to fall outside the process limits, the changes that were observed were mostly seen around the same time as the shift outside of the control limits observed on the overall deformation EWMA-SPC charts. This further supports the use of t = -250 to -300 days as the analysis reference point, considering both overall and individual ROI deformation SPC charts.
Figure 3-7 EWMA-SPC charts for patient systematic and random deformation per ROI relative to C1-C3. See Figure 3-3 for explanation of the charts. Note that the same scale is used for both panels but a different offset was applied.
3.5 Investigation of potential causes of change

As demonstrated by the EWMA-SPC charts in the previous section, the only shift in patient systematic and random overall deformation, which could be interpreted as a significant improvement in patient positioning, occurred around t = -250 to -300 days before the last reference data point. This time period therefore became the focus of further analysis.

3.5.1 Weight loss

Weight loss was reviewed as a potential cause of change in setup accuracy, based on departmental process changes around patient care to prevent weight loss. Weight loss was reviewed over the study period using SPC, with charts generated using the same methods as for setup accuracy. Again, the EWMA-SPC chart was used as the primary analysis tool, as displayed in Figure 3-8. \(x\)- and mR-SPC for weight loss are available in Appendix C.

Remarkably, this EWMA-SPC chart showed a reduction in total weight loss during the study period similar to that observed for setup accuracy. However, the reduction in weight loss occurred around t = -400 days, which was slightly earlier than the improvements in setup accuracy (Figure 3-5). The change in weight loss was also relatively small, from 5.1\% ± 0.2\% (1 S.D) in the period between t = -400 to -600 days to 3.6\% ± 0.1\% (1 S.D) in 2014. Furthermore, the weight loss measured represented total body weight and did not specifically relate to the head-and-neck region. Therefore, in order to further quantify the relationship between weight loss and setup accuracy, these two variables were compared using linear regression, as displayed in Figure 3-9.
Figure 3-8 *EWMA-SPC charts for total weight loss.* See Figure 3-3 for explanation of chart.

Figure 3-9 *Linear regression showing total weight loss versus overall deformation.* Weight loss (red dots) and weight gain (blue dots) plotted separately within the same linear regression chart, to demonstrate the individual relationship of these types of weight change on setup accuracy.
The scatter plots attempt to fit a theoretical model to assess the impact of weight loss on setup accuracy. This model excludes changes in setup accuracy without weight loss and therefore, the fitted linear regression line was forced to pass through the origin to avoid changes in setup accuracy from other factors being attributed to weight loss. Both the plots for systematic and random overall deformation showed that there was no significant correlation between setup accuracy and weight loss. This is further supported by the square of the correlation coefficient, $r$, which was calculated to assess the goodness of fit of the linear regression line. $r^2$ represents the amount of variation in deformation that can be described by its linear relationship with total weight loss, where $r^2 = 1$ shows a perfect correlation, and $r^2 = 0$ shows no linear relationship [44]. Based on the results, no significant correlation between change in body weight and setup accuracy could be demonstrated within this study cohort.

3.5.2 Time plots for categorical variables

Time plots were created to highlight potential factors affecting patient positioning, including intentional patient positioning process changes, wider departmental changes and additional factors that may have impacted setup accuracy. These plots chart the incidence of different factors over time, using the same reverse time scale as applied in SPC analysis.

In reviewing all available time plots, charts for IGRT protocol changes, treatment indication, head supports and retraining for immobilisation equipment all showed changes around the analysis reference point of $t = -250$ to -300 days (Figure 3-10). Other time plots did not show changes coinciding with the reduction in deformation
observed in SPC analysis and were therefore excluded from further analysis (Appendix D).

**Figure 3-10 Time plots A-D for variables demonstrating changes coinciding with changes in setup accuracy.** The x-axis represents the same reverse time base used in SPC analysis; the y-axis represents the different subgroups for each variable. Each individual point on the time plot represents a single incidence for the relevant subgroup variable, plotted against the reference date for that patient dataset. See text for additional information on each variable and subgrouping.
Changes in IGRT protocol

Figure 3-10-A demonstrates the incidence of patients treated prior to (Pre) and after (Post) the change in IGRT protocol. A change in incidence occurs at approximately \( t = -250 \) to \(-300 \) days, which coincides with the observed improvement in patient positioning. This change included a shift to online imaging for all patients, as well as standardised image review techniques and patient specific matching instructions, which resulted in a different prioritisation of match structures for clinical positioning corrections. In addition, the application of CBCT was extended to all HNC treatments where previously it was limited to specific treatment techniques. The new IGRT protocol therefore includes the change observed in treatment indication, where skin cancer patients were added to the study cohort, based on the increased utilisation of CBCT across all treatment indications and the selection criteria applied to this study, as patients imaged with CBCT (Section 2.1). However, different prioritisation of match structures and increased imaging frequency do not affect the initial patient setup in any way and can consequently not explain the observed change in deformation. Therefore, this change in IGRT protocol was ruled out as a possible cause of the observed change in positioning accuracy and was not continued into further analysis.

Changes in treatment indication

Changes in treatment indication were demonstrated in Figure 3-10-B. As shown in this time plot, the incidence of larynx, oral cavity, pharynx and other treatment indications was reasonably constant throughout the study period. A change was observed around \( t = -250 \) to \(-300 \) days, with the addition of skin cancer diagnoses as a
treatment indication. As this constituted an unintended change that may affect setup accuracy, it was included for further analysis.

**Changes in head supports**

The plot for head support versus time (Figure 3-10-C) demonstrated that four main head supports were used during the study period, indicated as HS1, HS2, HS3 and HS4 (see Section 2.2 for details of the differences between these head rests). Head supports were phased in over time, as demonstrated by the overlapping incidence for each type. HS1 was the only type phased out within the study period, and was used from the start of the study up until t = -180 days. HS2 was introduced around t = -500 days, while the introduction of HS3 seemed to coincide with the improvement observed in setup accuracy at t = -250 to -300 days. The last head support introduced during the study period was HS4, which was used within the reference group for SPC chart calculation. These observations suggest a potential correlation between the observed change in setup accuracy and type of head support within this study cohort.

**Retraining for immobilisation equipment**

As demonstrated by Figure 3-10-D, data could be divided into three separate patient cohorts in terms of level of retraining; where immobilisation was performed with no retrained RTs (TR0), with a minimum of one retrained RT (TR1) or with a minimum of two retrained RTs (TR2). The results show that also the completion of retraining for immobilisation equipment seemed to coincide with the observed changes in setup accuracy. In particular, the plots for the TR2 group started around t = -250 to -300 days, which suggests a correlation between this intentional process change and the observed improvements in setup accuracy.
3.5.3 Kruskal-Wallis ANOVA

Kruskal-Wallis ANOVA (Section 2.8.3) was used to test and further quantify the statistical significance of the correlation between the observed improvements in setup accuracy and each of the identified potential causes of change; treatment indication, head support and retraining. Initial analysis was performed on each variable separately, with the results displayed below. Histograms were created to demonstrate the distribution and subgroup size for each variable, while each mean rank graph shows the position of the mean rank and confidence interval for each group within the study population.

Treatment indication

Kruskal-Wallis analysis for treatment indication was limited to those patients starting treatment after June 2013, which was the point where skin cancer treatments were included in the study cohort. All patients treated prior to the observed change in treatment indication were therefore excluded, in order to prevent a so called ‘selection bias’. As shown in Figure 3-11, the histograms for patient systematic and random overall deformation demonstrate comparable deformation values for each treatment indication, with larynx and oral cavity showing the greatest variation. These results were similarly reflected in the graphs for mean rank and confidence interval, which show non-significant differences in the mean rank position for patient systematic (p = 0.575) and random (p = 0.207) overall deformation. Therefore, this unintentional change could be ruled out as the cause of the observed change in setup accuracy around t = -250 to -300 days.
Figure 3-11 Kruskal-Wallis ANOVA for treatment indication. Analysis based on patient datasets from June 2013-March 2014 only. Histograms show the distribution and incidence of patient systematic and random overall deformation for each treatment indication. Graphs for mean rank and confidence interval demonstrate the position of each subgroup for patient systematic and random overall deformation.
**Head supports**

The analysis results for head supports are displayed in Figure 3-12. Histograms demonstrate large variance in subgroup size, with much higher incidence in HS1/HS2 cohorts and lower numbers for HS3/HS4. The distribution of each histogram suggests lower overall deformation for HS3 and HS4, however these differences were difficult to discern due to the variation in subgroup size. The position of the mean rank and confidence intervals more clearly demonstrated differences between head supports, with lower mean ranks observed for both HS3 and HS4. These differences were shown as significant for patient systematic overall deformation ($p = 0.003$) but non-significant for patient random overall deformation ($p = 0.145$).

Despite the significant $p$-value, overlap of the confidence intervals was observed for patient systematic overall deformation, indicating that these results may only be of borderline significance. HS4 had the smallest subgroup ($n = 6$), which met the minimum requirements to perform a Kruskal-Wallis analysis [63], but resulted in a wide confidence interval for this group, extending into negative values. Therefore, Kruskal-Wallis analysis suggests newer head supports had a positive impact on setup accuracy, however further analysis on HS3 and HS4 with larger subgroup sizes in the future would be required to further validate this conclusion.
Figure 3.12 Kruskal-Wallis ANOVA for head supports. Histograms show the distribution and incidence of patient systematic and random overall deformation for each head support type. Graphs for mean rank and confidence interval demonstrate the position of each subgroup for patient systematic and random overall deformation.
Retraining for immobilisation equipment

The third potential cause that was analysed using Kruskal-Wallis ANOVA was retraining of RTs in the production of immobilisation equipment, including both custom head supports and thermoplastic masks (Figure 3-13).

Again, histograms demonstrated a considerable variation in the subgroup sizes, with the TR1 cohort showing the lowest patient numbers ($n = 10$). Similar to the analysis of head supports, the small subgroup size resulted in a wide confidence interval for TR1, leaving the impact of a minimum of one retrained RT involved in immobilisation uncertain. However, in both the histogram distributions and mean ranks, differences between the TR0 and TR2 cohorts were observed. In both Kruskal-Wallis rank charts, substantially lower mean ranks were shown for TR2, with significant difference between the groups found for both patient systematic ($p = 0.003$) and random ($p = 0.004$) overall deformation. Furthermore, the confidence intervals for TR0 and TR2 were both relatively small, with no observed overlap between these subgroups, indicating retraining had a substantial impact on patient positioning accuracy.
Figure 3-13 Kruskal-Wallis ANOVA for retraining of RTs for immobilisation equipment. Histograms show the distribution and incidence of patient systematic and random overall deformation for each cohort of retrained staff. Graphs for mean rank and confidence interval demonstrate the position of each subgroup for patient systematic and random overall deformation.
Head supports and retraining

Retraining provided instruction on how to fit/make custom head supports, as well as how to make a treatment mask. Therefore, the correlation between head support and retraining with setup accuracy was reviewed using Kruskal-Wallis. Patient datasets were stratified by retraining group (TR0/TR2 only) and head support type. From this analysis, differences in patient systematic overall deformation were indicated as significant \((p = 0.004)\), but non-significant for random deformation \((p = 0.305)\).

As demonstrated by the histograms (Figure 3-14, Figure 3-15), the size of each subgroup is very unbalanced. Only HS1 and HS2 were used within the cohort of patients were retraining of RTs had not yet occurred (TR0). Furthermore, the subgroup size for HS2 TR0 was small, with \(n = 7\). The impact of the smaller subgroup size again resulted in a large confidence interval for HS2 TR0, in both patient systematic and random overall deformation charts. Non-significant differences between HS1 and HS2 within the TR0 cohort were observed in the results, as overlapping mean ranks and confidence intervals. By repeating the comparisons with each individual head support type between the two retraining cohorts, HS1 shows no significant differences between TR0 and TR2, while HS2 shows some improvement in systematic deformation only. This suggests that retraining in immobilisation equipment may result in improved setup accuracy, dependent on the quality of the immobilisation materials being used. However, this is again of borderline significance, as indicated by the overlapping confidence intervals.

In focusing on the differences between the TR0 and TR2 cohorts, lower mean ranks for systematic deformation in all TR2 groups was observed, compared to TR0. Within the TR2 cohort, improved systematic deformation with head support type was also
demonstrated, which was consistent with the results of the previous analysis based on head supports alone (Figure 3-12). However, due to inhomogeneous subgroup sizes, definitive conclusions as to which factor had the greatest impact could not be made.
Figure 3-14 Kruskal-Wallis ANOVA for head supports and retraining of RTs for immobilisation equipment, for patient systematic overall deformation. Histograms showing the distribution and incidence of patient systematic overall deformation for TR0 and TR2 cohorts of retrained staff per head support type. Graphs for mean rank and confidence interval demonstrate the position of each subgroup for patient systematic overall deformation.
Figure 3-15 Kruskal-Wallis ANOVA for head supports and retraining of RTs for immobilisation equipment, for patient random overall deformation. Histograms showing the distribution and incidence of patient random overall deformation for TR0 and TR2 cohorts of retrained staff per head support type. Graphs for mean rank and confidence interval demonstrate the position of each subgroup for patient random overall deformation.
3.6 Margin calculation

Table 3-3 displays the contribution of deformation to anisotropic PTV margins, calculated for each translational axis per ROI. As per the results for setup uncertainties, margins were calculated for three WBCC cohorts (described in Section Error! Reference source not found.). These calculations assumed patient positioning to C1-C3, as explained in Section 2.9. These values do not take into account other uncertainties in the radiation therapy process and must not be applied as PTV margins. They merely demonstrate the impact of deformation on PTV margins. The results show that the contribution of deformation alone is typically less than the overall PTV margin applied in current clinical practice of 5 mm. This margin is however exceeded for C7-caudal (vrt) and mandible (lng) for the overall cohort, while the lng margin calculated for the larynx far exceeds current PTV margins for both the overall and 2011/2012 cohorts. Further comparisons between the 2011/2012 and reference group are discussed in Section 4.1.5.

Table 3-3 Contribution of deformation to PTV margin per ROI, per translational axis

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>ROI</th>
<th>PTV margin [mm]</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>WBCC overall</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Vrt</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>C3-C5</td>
<td>3.5</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>C5-C7</td>
<td>3.7</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>C7-caudal</td>
<td>5.7</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Mandible</td>
<td>3.9</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Occipital bone</td>
<td>3.4</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Larynx</td>
<td>4.0</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
4 DISCUSSION

The overarching aim of this project was to retrospectively quantify patient setup accuracy in radiation treatment for HNC. This study was initiated following a number of changes to patient positioning within the department, which led to improvements in setup accuracy being observed during weekly image review meetings. Based on previous literature, deformation was used as the measure of setup accuracy, which was assessed using CBCT scans of 96 HNC patients treated at WBCC.

4.1 Interpretation of results

4.1.1 Multiple rigid registration protocol

The multiple rigid registration protocol employed in this study provided the means to quantify deformation. It successfully demonstrated the movement of seven anatomical sub-regions within the head-and-neck region, as shown in Figure 3-1. This approach to measuring setup accuracy was consistent with previous literature, where multiple rigid registration protocols have been widely applied to assess deformation in the head-and-neck [11–16].

The selection of ROIs used in this protocol represents those regions typically included in the irradiated volume for many head-and-neck cancers [11]. The base of the skull, clivus, sphenoid sinus and/or maxillary sinus were not included, similar to most of the above mentioned deformation studies. However, these structures could in principle have provided additional deformation information relevant for nasopharyngeal or paranasal sinus cancer treatments, where target volumes frequently abut or overlap with the brainstem or orbits [3,4]. No major deformations in these regions were
observed clinically in our department. Similarly, both Giske et al. [13] and Graff et al. [14] reported only moderate systematic deformation for these structures, ranging between 0.2 – 1.5 mm per translational axis [13] and 1.3 – 1.5 mm for 3D vectors [14].

4.1.2 Setup uncertainties

Deformation and resultant setup uncertainties were calculated relative to C1-C3. The selection of this reference structure provided a clinically relevant measure of deformation for this patient cohort. Since the introduction of the new IGRT protocol and the requirement for patient specific matching instructions (Section 3.5.2), C1-C3 or similar (C1-C2, C2-C3) was used clinically as the registration ROI for approximately 73% of patients at WBCC. Additionally, C1-C3 has also been described in previous literature as a stable ROI for repositioning due its location in the head support [11], while also acting as the pivot point for the head-and-neck region [14,15]. Furthermore, this reference ROI allows for comparison of results with previous literature, where the same or similar reference structures were used to calculate deformation [11–14].

In this study, setup accuracy was reported in a manner consistent with literature on calculating setup uncertainties [34,37], as well as previous studies on patient deformation during head-and-neck treatments [11–14]. Based on the group statistics for this patient cohort, the relative movement of different anatomical regions within the head-and-neck was clearly demonstrated for each translational axis and associated 3D vectors. Similar to van Kranen et al. [11] these results show that ROIs closest to C1-C3 have the lowest deformation, which then increases with increasing distance. Interestingly, the results from the current study demonstrate similar if not lower
deformation values compared to previous literature, in particular after improvements in patient setup were implemented by the MDT.

In order to benchmark the setup accuracy reported at the WBCC, results from previous literature where deformation was reviewed using similar methods were included in Table 3-2. As discussed, patient results from this study were divided into three separate groups, which allowed an assessment of initial positioning accuracy (WBCC 2011/2012) against the positioning accuracy of patients that were treated at the end of 2013 and early 2014 and were used as the reference group for SPC analysis (WBCC reference group).

In reviewing these results, the 3D vectors for mean and systematic dispersion in each patient cohort (overall, 2011/2012 and reference group) were comparable or lower than the results presented by Polat et al. [12] and Graff et al. [14], for each related structure. Similarly, in comparison to van Kranen et al. [11] and Giske et al. [13], the group deformation statistics reported for the WBCC were equivalent if not lower for most structures and axes where comparisons were made. Similar to Giske et al. [13] large deformation in the lng axis for the mandible was not observed, compared to that reported by van Kranen et al. [11]. However, the large systematic dispersion of the larynx reported by van Kranen et al. [11] was seen in the overall and 2011/2012 patient cohorts, while lower systematic dispersion in the larynx was seen in the reference group, similar to that reported by Giske et al. [13]. These previous studies demonstrated large systematic dispersion in the vrt axis for C7-caudal [11,13], with Giske et al. [13] also showing similar results for C5-C7. These larger uncertainties at the inferior spine ROIs were not reflected in the WBCC cohorts.
Possible causes for the differences in setup accuracy between the current study and previous literature are difficult to identify, as previous work tended to focus on the impact of deformation and not specifically the possible causes [11–14]. The main differences that may be identified relate to the immobilisation equipment used. In terms of head supports, Polat et al. [12] used standard head supports, which may explain the larger deformation, compared to the WBCC. However, van Kranen et al. [11] who also showed larger deformation for most ROIs, used custom head supports for their patient cohort. Giske et al. [13] used a vacuum mould under the shoulders and thorax but no neck rest, which may explain the increased level of deformation in the vrt axis for C5-C7 and C7-caudal. Graff et al. [14] did not specify the type of immobilisation used, either in terms of head support or treatment mask. The differences observed in immobilisation equipment was also reflected by the types of treatment mask used, where Polat et al. [12] used three point (head only) thermoplastic masks, van Kranen et al. [11] used five point (head, neck and shoulder) thermoplastic masks, and Giske et al. [13] used three point scotch cast masks. As previously presented in Section 1.1.1, comparable repositioning accuracy with different treatment mask types and materials have been reported [8–10]. Consequently, the deformation reported for each department does not show a direct relation with the immobilisation equipment used. Immobilisation equipment can therefore only partially explain the differences observed in the comparison of the WBCC with previous literature. It does however clearly demonstrate that differences in deformation can occur and it is important to quantify deformation in individual departments, in order to accurately assess treatment accuracy.
Comparisons between the 2011/2012 cohort and the reference group show that the initial positioning accuracy of the earlier cohort was closest to the results presented in previous literature. However, by focusing on patient positioning issues as a MDT, there have been significant reductions in the level of deformation in HNC treatment setups. This reduction is indicated by the group statistics for the reference group treated at the end of 2013 and early 2014. However, as previously discussed, time trends are not adequately captured by descriptive statistics, therefore SPC charts were used to give more detailed information about these trends.
4.1.3 Statistical Process Control

Within this retrospective study, SPC charts effectively demonstrated time trends in setup accuracy for HNC treatments. The use of overall deformation as the key quality measure provided a suitable assessment of the deformation for six individual ROIs, relative to C1-C3 (Figure 3-1). Furthermore, the setup accuracy observed in the reference group was confirmed to be a stable period of patient positioning, compared to the study period. A group of 15 patients was originally selected for the reference group using a subjective grading system (Section 2.7.2). The final results of the SPC analysis did however confirm that this selection was also representative for a (slightly) larger group of patients. Therefore, it was appropriate to use this period as a reference group to calculate process limits for SPC.

Analysis of setup accuracy using SPC was limited to EWMA-SPC charts only, due to the effectiveness of this chart type in detecting small shifts in process stability [41,42,46]. EWMA-SPC was also selected based on the non-normality of the dataset (Figure 3-2), and the limitations of x-SPC and mR-SPC under these conditions [46]. The normality of data is often discussed in relation to SPC. Some groups state that the underlying distribution of data should be checked prior to generating control charts, and where data is found to be non-normal, transformation to an approximately normal distribution should performed [41,42]. Conversely, Wheeler & Chambers [43] demonstrated that while the design of the control chart is based on the normal probability model, these tools are still robust enough to detect exceptional variation for non-normal data. As demonstrated by Borror et al. [46] an appropriately designed EWMA-SPC is robust to the violation of normality constrains, while the performance of the x-SPC charts is degraded.
As discussed in Section 2.7.5, only one rule of interpretation is typically applied to EWMA-SPC. This rule states that any value outside the process limits likely indicates a process change and therefore needs to be investigated. This rule provided a simple interpretation of the results, and only one significant shift outside the control limits observed around $t = -250$ to $-300$ days before the last reference data point on both patient systematic and random EWMA-SPC charts for overall deformation (Figure 3-5). This shift then became the focus of the investigation of potential causes of change of setup accuracy.

### 4.1.4 Investigation of potential causes of change

Several factors were considered in the investigation of potential causes of change (Section 2.8). Time plots efficiently identified four potential variables that demonstrated changes coinciding with the improvements observed in setup accuracy (Figure 3-10). Weight loss was reviewed independently as this was only numerical variable. Time plots were limited to intentional process changes, specific to patient positioning for HNC treatment and wider departmental changes, as well as other treatment related factors representing unintended changes that may have impacted setup accuracy. Not included in this analysis were factors relating to medical and family histories, as well as social circumstances, such as home support, alcohol intake and smoking history. These factors often affect how well patients tolerate HNC treatment [3], which may in turn impact on setup accuracy [15]. These factors were excluded from analysis, because consistent information could not be collected for all patients due to the retrospective nature of this study and therefore meaningful comparisons could not be made.
Weight loss

Weight loss was calculated as the percentage difference between initial weight at pCT and weight at end of treatment. Percentage weight loss was selected for analysis over absolute weight loss, in order to allow simplified comparisons between patients. As indicated in the results, SPC showed reduction in total weight loss during the study period (Figure 3-8). However, a significant correlation between weight change and setup accuracy was not observed within this study cohort (Figure 3-9). This outcome is consistent with the results presented by Qi et al. [66] who found no statistically significant differences in setup accuracy for HNC treatment based on weight loss, both absolute and percentage. Similarly, van Kranen et al. [11] reviewed setup accuracy per patient and reported no significant time trends in patients with weight loss.

Treatment indication

Kruskal-Wallis ANOVA for treatment indication (Figure 3-11) demonstrated non-significant correlations with both patient systematic ($p = 0.575$) and random ($p = 0.207$) overall deformation. Based on the results, this unintentional process change was ruled out as the cause of change for improved setup accuracy within this patient cohort. It may be hypothesised that no significant correlation in this analysis was observed due to the relatively high level of grouping of treatment indications that were used for this study. As previously indicated in Section 2.8, overlap between those categorical variables listed as additional factors for analysis was expected. Within each treatment indication, different treatment sites, chemotherapy or surgical approach and total treatment dose and fractionation may be included. For example, diagnoses of nasopharynx, oropharynx and hypopharynx were all included within the
same treatment indication, pharynx. However, the primary site of these indications will vary, with nasopharynx grouped in the upper head-and-neck, oropharynx in the mid and hypopharynx in the lower. Similarly, categories of skin and other cover a broad range of primary tumour locations and treatment approaches. It is therefore expected that, if other factors do affect setup accuracy, these effects likely get blurred and may even cancel each other out completely. This most likely resulted in the finding of a non-significant correlation between treatment indication and setup accuracy.

**Head supports and retraining of radiation therapists**

Head supports and retraining of RTs for immobilisation equipment demonstrated the most significant correlation with improvements in setup accuracy. Analysis of head supports was performed on the four main types used within the department, which were all custom made for each patient (Section 2.2). Previous literature has shown that setup accuracy is improved with the use of custom head supports, compared to standard head rests [20,21]. However, there is a paucity of research on the differences among the various commercially available custom head supports. As demonstrated in this study, significant differences in patient systematic overall deformation ($p = 0.003$) between the four custom head supports used at the WBCC was found.

HS1 demonstrated the lowest ranks for overall deformation and was used for most of the study period. During this time, noticeable degradation of the polystyrene fill was observed within the department, even though no formal QA was in place to determine the suitability of continued use of these head supports. HS2 was introduced in an attempt to phase out HS1, however these vacuum bags were delivered without indexing. Therefore, an in-house solution was developed to index these head supports
on the pCT and treatment couches as a temporary solution. Furthermore, the 9-litre fill used in HS2 seemed to be too bulky, which gave highly elevated head-and-neck positions and resulted in increased stretching of the treatment mask. These issues cumulated into moderate positioning accuracy for HS2 within this patient cohort, as demonstrated by Figure 3-12.

Due to the issues experienced with HS2, a thermoplastic neck roll was used with HS1 (grouped as HS3) to provide a more standard neck shape where degraded bag fill did not provide adequate support. The introduction of this additional neck support coincided with the improvements in setup accuracy, as indicated by the time plot for head supports (Figure 3-12). HS3 demonstrated lower mean ranks in Kruskal-Wallis ANOVA compared to HS1 and HS2, suggesting the addition of this neck support was effective in improving setup accuracy. However, with the eventual introduction of HS4, further improvements in setup accuracy were seen. HS4 was developed by members of the MDT, in conjunction with the manufacturer following WBCC experiences with HS2. A lower 7-litre fill was requested, along with in-built indexing. The improvements resulted in better repositioning of patients with lower deformation ranks. However, the subgroup population for HS4 was relatively small ($n = 6$), which resulted in a wide confidence interval in the results. Therefore, Kruskal-Wallis analysis suggests HS4 provides the most accurate repositioning for HNC treatments, however additional data is required to further validate this conclusion.

Retraining of RTs demonstrated the most significant improvement in setup accuracy. The differences observed between retraining cohorts were statistically significant for both systematic ($p = 0.003$) and random ($p = 0.004$) deformation. The tutorials for immobilisation equipment were focused on both the impression process for the
thermoplastic mask, as well as instruction on fitting custom head supports. Therefore, convolution between head support and retraining may have occurred. This was reviewed using repeat Kruskal-Wallis ANOVA with subgroups stratified by head support and training cohort. This analysis further supported the results observed in the independent analysis of each variable. The TR0 cohort showed lower setup accuracy compared to TR2, regardless of head support type. Furthermore, similar improvements in setup accuracy within the TR2 cohort were seen for the four head support types. Only HS1 and HS2 were used within both the TR0 and TR2 cohorts. As shown in the results, no significant improvement was seen in setup accuracy for HS1, with only mild improvements seen for HS2. Overall, this suggests that retraining appears to improve setup accuracy, dependent on the quality of the immobilisation materials being used.

### 4.1.5 Margin Calculations

PTV margin calculations are derived using dose coverage probabilities and were originally based on rigid body motion for a single target volume [65]. However, they can be expanded to include organ motion [67]. Deformation could be included in PTV margin calculations [39], by using different PTV margins for each distinct ROI. It should be kept in mind that this would presently be very impractical, because there are no tools available to facilitate this in our current treatment planning system. Furthermore, as patients are positioned according to a specific protocol, deformation data reflecting the mobility of anatomical sub regions with respect to that particular setup protocol is required. Thus, from the data in the present study, only the (theoretical) contribution of deformation to the overall PTV margin under the
assumption that patients are setup using IGRT registrations to C1-C3 can be calculated.

As previously discussed, approximately 73% of patients are positioned using C1-C3 or similar match structure at WBCC, making the results in Table 3.3 relevant to current practice. The appropriateness of PTV margins applied at WBCC may therefore be reviewed in relation to the contribution of deformation. In this analysis, the contribution of other uncertainties was assumed to give a 4 mm PTV margin, which is not unrealistic considering the PTV margins of 3-5 mm that are reported in literature, which do not include deformation [25,68,69]. By subtracting this margin contribution from the clinically applied PTV margins for HNC of 5 mm, the remaining available contribution would be 3 mm. This subtraction was performed by applying the method described by van Herk [34] to add several uncertainties for PTV margin calculations.

\[
\text{Residual margin} = \sqrt{5^2 - 4^2} = 3 \text{ mm}
\]

Based on the results displayed in Table 3.3, the 2011/2012 cohort shows five axes across three ROIs with the contribution of deformation exceeding the theoretical threshold of 3 mm. C7-caudal and the mandible each show axes with margin contributions narrowly over 3 mm, while the larynx demonstrated substantial contribution in lng direction. The results for the larynx must be interpreted with care, as the larynx itself is an avoidance structure (unless the treatment indication, where positioning is based on the larynx not C1-C3), although structures attached may be part of the target volume.
All structures within the reference group showed results less than 3 mm. From this interpretation, the improvements made in patient positioning are further demonstrated by the contribution of deformation relative to C1-C3 to the overall PTV margin. Continued monitoring of positioning results for patients treated after this study did highlight two exceptional cases where larger deformation was observed. These results could be explained by exceptional variation related to patient specific factors, which for one patient was due to the removal of all of their hair, but also emphasised the need for ongoing monitoring of setup accuracy even though our positioning results have improved (on average) at the WBCC.
4.2 Limitations

4.2.1 Observer variability and bias

Having used a single observer for the multiple rigid registration protocol, intra-observer variability and bias (inter-observer variability with one observer) was reviewed. Using 15 patients (2 fractions per patient), an independent audit and repeat registrations were performed by a second reviewer and the researcher respectively. These secondary registrations agreed with the setup uncertainties recorded for the study within 1 mm for all axes. This indicates that the variability between two observers was limited, as well as the variability in repeat registrations by the researcher. Variation was likely limited by the specificity of the multiple rigid registration protocol and the application of an auto registration algorithm.

4.2.2 Limited degrees of freedom

Translational errors were measured and reported in this study protocol, as vrt, lnɡ and lat axes. The decision to limit the analysis to three degrees of freedom was primarily based on a main objective of this study, which was to determine the change in distance between two objects (deformation), not the change in mutual orientation (rotations) [11]. Due to the use of small ROIs in this analysis, the impact of orientation on target volume coverage was considered to be small and therefore less relevant for the analysis of deformation.
4.2.3 Retrospective analysis

Retrospective analysis limited the accuracy and efficiency with which potential causes of change were identified. As outlined in Section 2.8, identification of possible factors affecting setup accuracy was based on a thorough review of previous meeting minutes and changes to departmental protocols. This review covered a period of almost three years and identified major process changes, though may have missed small modifications in practice that were managed within the team, and were possibly not recorded in the documents identified for review. While it is unlikely small process changes would result in the significant improvements observed in setup accuracy, it is important to note that these potential changes were not accounted for. Furthermore, as those changes included in the analysis were based on retrospective clinical patient information, significant variation in subgroup populations for different factors was observed. The impact on the analysis for head supports and retraining was previously discussed in Section 3.5.3.

4.2.4 Kruskal-Wallis ANOVA

Kruskal-Wallis ANOVA was selected to test the statistical significance of possible causes of change in setup accuracy because this dataset was not normally distributed and the subgroups had an unequal variance (Figure 3-2). The limitation of this approach was the loss of information and power that occurs in substituting patient systematic and random overall deformation for ranks [63]. This means that while differences in head support and retraining were highlighted by the analysis the magnitude of these changes in terms of overall deformation is unknown.
Additionally, as Kruskal-Wallis ANOVA was performed using overall deformation only, correlations between the improvements observed in the setup accuracy of individual ROIs were not made. The improvements in repositioning of the spine, occipital bone and mandible may be logically described by changes in head supports and retraining for immobilisation equipment. Improved head supports would provide better support through the neck, resulting in less flexion, while improved mask impressions would reduce movement within the shell. However, the most substantial improvement was observed in the larynx, which is the most difficult to explain as immobilisation does not specifically restrict this motion [70,71]. Individual analysis of changes in setup accuracy against the setup uncertainties recorded for each ROI is required to further analyse these changes, but could not be carried out due to the time restrictions for this study.
4.3 Strategies for the management of patient positioning

In line with previous literature, this study demonstrates that the mobility of different anatomical sub regions within the head-and-neck can be considerable despite the use of immobilisation equipment. Over time, this department has been able to reduce the level of deformation observed during HNC treatments, by focusing on this issue as a MDT. However, additional and ongoing measures to maintain and further improve setup accuracy are required.

4.3.1 Quality assurance of immobilisation equipment

Head supports were identified as a cause of change in setup accuracy, with HS4 demonstrating higher repositioning accuracy for HNC treatments. Based on these results, the department is currently phasing out HS1 and HS3, and keeping HS2 only for those patients where an elevated head position is required due to an inability to lie flat. Additional supplies of HS4 have been ordered and this immobilisation device is being confirmed as the primary head support at WBCC.

As previously stated, the quality of some of the HS1 bags had degraded over time but a lack of QA prevented identification and removal of these unsuitable head rests. In order to avoid a future systematic degradation of the quality of head support and masks, a formal QA system for immobilisation equipment is suggested. This would at least require a coding system to track all head supports, which would allow the department to monitor the number of head supports in circulation at any time, as well as identify any faulty or degraded bags based on positioning accuracy. In addition to reviewing individual head supports, a regular audit of thermoplastic masks is recommended, for instance to highlight the need for retraining.
4.3.2 Retraining for immobilisation equipment

The other key factor identified as contributing to reduced deformation was retraining of radiation therapists in the use of immobilisation equipment. It is therefore suggested that regular tutorials on immobilisation equipment be held, with a minimum requirement that all RTs attend a refresher session at least once a year.

4.3.3 Statistical Process Control

This project has demonstrated a possible application of SPC in reviewing setup accuracy for HNC treatments. Continued use of this tool in a prospective setting has the potential to effectively monitor setup accuracy, identifying changes and improving processes. The comparison of control limits in SPC and process specifications to determine the process capability would further increase the efficacy of SPC.

Specifications are often set for processes or outputs, and in radiation therapy are usually based on clinical judgment, professional societies, best practice and/or clinical protocols [38,45]. In terms of setup accuracy, specifications are typically based on the positioning protocol being used, as either an offline or online protocol. Using the example of Pawlicki et al. [45], many quality assurance processes in radiation therapy are checked within specification limits of ±x%. Readings that fall within this range are not acted upon; meaning the maximum accuracy of this process can only be confirmed as ±x% [45]. In reviewing processes using SPC, control limits are determined by the process itself and subsequently verified against the clinical specifications. When the process limits are well within the clinical specifications, exceptional deviations are less likely to violate clinical constrains, and eventually treatment improvements such as margin reduction may be justified, if the setup
accuracy is consistently improved. This requires a continuous cycle of improvement, where adjustments in process may be realised, and then thresholds recalculated [45].

While this study focused on departmental trends in patient deformation using SPC, this tool may also be applied at an individual patient level to effectively manage offline setup corrections. Ung & Wee [57] applied cumulative sum (CUSUM) control charts for this purpose during radiation treatment for prostate cancer. CUSUM is similar to the \textit{EWMA-SPC} chart, but uses subgroups of data points [41,42]. The results presented by Ung & Wee [57] demonstrated that the CUSUM chart was useful in identifying systematic shifts in the setup accuracy, which reduced residual setup uncertainties exceeding the applied threshold by approximately half.

Initial tests in our department have shown that applying the \textit{EWMA-SPC} chart during the treatment of individual patients is a feasible method for setup monitoring, where each treatment fraction represents an individual value in SPC. This would allow monitoring of patient specific deformation during treatment and may provide timely information where plan adaptation or new immobilisation equipment is required. Furthermore, this information would still be able to be applied to SPC charts reviewing departmental trends, meaning monitoring at both a patient and departmental level can be performed using the same data. However, the method of gathering information on deformation is a current drawback to this approach, as it is reliant on manual offline multi ROI matching that may be too time consuming to be practical in the clinic.
Relation between SPC charts and descriptive statistics

SPC not only helped in identifying the cause of the observed changes in patient deformation but also provided insight into how the group statistics $M$, $\Sigma$, and $\sigma$ changed over time. Based on the SPC charts applied in this study, the CL of the patient systematic deformation chart represents the group mean of means ($M$) during the control period, while the variability of the data in that chart is related to the systematic dispersion ($\Sigma$). Similarly, the CL of the patient random deformation chart represents the group random deformation ($\sigma$) during the control period. When no changes occur and the process is stable, the conventional descriptive group statistics well describe all variation within the process. However, as soon as trends come in to play, SPC charts present an added value.

For instance, Figure 3-5 shows a slow downward trend in the patient systematic deformation during the study period, which eventually yields a lower mean of means in the control period. A reduction in the variation or ‘noise’ around the patient systematic deformation was also demonstrated, resulting in lower systematic dispersion, $\Sigma$. Similarly, the SPC charts for the patient random deformation show a downward trend eventually yielding a lower group random deformation. The 'noise' or variation of the patient random deformation represents the random dispersion, which is a statistic rarely calculated and not included in this analysis. This discussion demonstrates the usefulness of SPC in reviewing setup accuracy, compared to providing only descriptive statistics.
4.3.4 Multiple rigid registration protocol

The ideal method for measuring deformation in the head-and-neck would be to employ an automatic multiple rigid registration tool. Following the study by van Kranen et al. [11], the same group continued this research line and developed a correction strategy to manage deformations in HNC treatments [72,73]. This approach consisted of rigid registrations looped over multiple ROIs, with optimal couch corrections derived using the setup uncertainties from each ROI [72]. However, this type of IGRT tool is not currently commercially available, meaning continued assessment of deformation at the WBCC must be performed offline by manually selecting different ROIs. While the residual setup errors in this subsequent study by van Kranen et al. [72] were comparable to the results for the reference group of the current study, it is preferable to improve setup accuracy by using improved immobilisation equipment, rather than using a complex correction protocol to minimise the impact of deformation. This further highlights the potential benefits of good quality management in this area.

4.3.5 Variable planning target volume margins

Another approach to managing deformation in the head-and-neck region would be to use anisotropic PTV margins. However, as previously indicated, current PTV margin recipes are based on rigid body motions and are not applicable to deformations [11,34]. Yang et al. [39] described a method for creating variable margins, based on the deformation results reported by van Kranen et al. [11]. These authors weighted the margin expansion based on the position of the target relative to various ROIs. Their study was based on a single patient and provided preliminary proof of principle, but failed to demonstrate substantial differences in the planned dose to target and organ
risk volumes with a variable margin [39]. Further validation of this type of approach is likely needed before clinical application, and similar as stated for the correction strategy discussed in the previous section, it is preferable to avoid deformations as much as possible by improving immobilisation equipment and the processes around it.
4.4 Summary and Conclusions

Accurate patient positioning is extremely important in radiation therapy for head-and-neck cancer. At the WBCC, the introduction of CBCT demonstrated that positioning accuracy required improvement. This led to the establishment of a multidisciplinary team focused on patient positioning, including representation from radiation oncologists, medical physicists and radiation therapists. A number of process changes around patient positioning were initiated by this group, which eventually led to improved setup accuracy being observed during weekly image review meetings.

The present study quantified setup accuracy at the WBCC using CBCT images from 96 patients treated for HNC. Setup accuracy was determined by calculating the deformation observed in the head-and-neck, as the movement of different anatomical sub regions relative to C1-C3. This demonstrated deformation exceeding the currently applied PTV margins, which may result in under dosing of the target volume or unnecessary irradiation of organs at risk.

Analysis of deformation using SPC clearly demonstrated time trends in setup accuracy. This tool was effective in identifying specific time points where improvements occurred, which could then be correlated with process changes made in the department. Through this, changes initiated by the MDT for patient positioning around head supports and retraining of radiation therapists in immobilisation equipment were identified as the main causes of reduced deformation in HNC treatments.
The overall conclusions for this study are:

- Deformation is commonly observed when repositioning patients during HNC treatment and may be measured by calculating the relative position of anatomical sub regions.

- SPC is an effective tool to monitor patient deformation over time.

- A multidisciplinary approach to patient positioning was successful in improving setup accuracy during head-and-neck radiation treatment.

- Improvement of immobilisation equipment and retraining were found to have contributed significantly to the reduction of patient deformation.

- Ongoing monitoring of positioning accuracy is required in order to maintain and/or improve current positioning accuracy.
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APPENDIX A: Individual value SPC charts per ROI

Patient systematic C3-C5 deformation

Patient random C3-C5 deformation

Patient systematic C5-C7 deformation

Patient random C5-C7 deformation

Patient systematic C7-caudal deformation

Patient random C7-caudal deformation

← Time to last reference data point [days]
Figure A.1 – x-SPC charts for patient systematic and random deformation per ROI relative to C1-C3. Control group plotted in red, study group shown in black. Centre line charted in black; upper and lower process limits shown as dotted red lines.
APPENDIX B: Moving range SPC charts per ROI
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Figure B.1 – mR-SPC charts for patient systematic and random deformation per ROI, relative to C1-C3. Control group plotted in red, study group shown in black. Centre line charted in black; upper and lower process limits shown as dotted red lines.
APPENDIX C: Individual value and moving range SPC charts for weight loss

Figure C.1 – x-SPC and mR-SPC charts for total weight loss. Control group plotted in red, study group shown in black. Centre line charted in black; upper and lower process limits shown as dotted red lines.
**APPENDIX D: Time plots for categorical variables**

**E** MDT changes versus time

Pre changes

Post changes

- Time to last reference data point [days]

**F** Treatment technique versus time

VMAT

3D-CRT

- Time to last reference data point [days]

**G** Chemotherapy versus time

Cisplat

Nil

Other

- Time to last reference data point [days]

**H** Surgery versus time

Major

Minor

Nil

- Time to last reference data point [days]

**I** Total dose versus time

D>66Gy

54<D <=66Gy

D<54Gy

- Time to last reference data point [days]

**J** Number of treatment fractions versus time

F > 30

20 < F <=30

F < 20

- Time to last reference data point [days]
Figure D.1 – time plots E-F for variables not demonstrating changes coinciding with changes in setup accuracy. The x-axis represents the same reverse time base used in SPC analysis; the y-axis represents the different subgroups for each variable. Each individual point on the time plot represents a single incidence for the relevant subgroup variable, plotted against the reference date for that patient dataset. See text for additional information on each variable and subgrouping.